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Wife charges Issac Hayes with cruelty, adultery
(See Story Below)
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Chattanooga calm

Editorial
Vote 'No'
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on proposal
Supporters of Consolidation in the
next few weeks, will paint a very pretty
picture of this form of Metropolitan or
ganization. The benefits will be a hollow
prize for the black and poor community
of Memphis, because those who have
studied Consolidation, in other cities realize that Consolidation will do very little for the ills that plague The Inner Ofty
of Memphis.
It will not change poor housing, the
education system, hunger, bad nutrition
or police brutality etc., but with a new
administrative group under the present
system these things might be possible.
Another purpose of Consolidation is
to give the city back to whites who in
an attempt to escape from the b.1 a c kdominated Inner City have lost control
of the core community.
Once blacks were kept in certain
parts of the city through local and state
legislation. This power was taken away
from city governments in the late 1950's
and early 1960's by the Supreme Court
and Congress of the United States, thus
whites moved to the suburbs and have
been running ever since to stay away
from blacks.
While whites are moving out blacks
and poor people are moving into the
core city at a very high rate. Tangible
See Page 2
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There's a lie being circulated that
we base a trigger-happy cop around
here! Why can•t you men just stiek

to plain old harassment and simple
brutality?

Police charge racism
Puerto Ricans and a swimming test that
MOBILE, Ala. — When black policeblocks many ghetto dwellers — still reMan Hubert Bell won the local Policeman
main unresolved.
of the Year Award in 1967, the Mobile
In Washington, a central issue beRegister hailed it as proof of the city's
"vast strides" in improving race rela- fore Judge Gerhard Gesell is whether
blacks have been denied promotions betions.
Last week, Patrolman Bell and 26 cause of their race.
Like these, the Mobile case raises
fellow black officers were in Mobile's
U. S. District Court charging that racial troubling questions of white racism within the very agencies charged with prediscrimination has blocked their job advancement.
The case is only one of several similar U. S. District Court actions pending
or under way in Biloxi, Miss.; Oakland,
Calif.; Boston; Philadelphia, and Wakhington, D. C. In each instance, blacks
allege that white police and civil service
officials are preventing or -hindering nonwhites from pursuing police careers.
Individual disputes range from allegations that white officials rankly d i scriminate against black police applicants
One patrolman was fired and anothand black officers to charges that "obwithout pay for ten days,
jective" tests of aptitudes for police er suspended
Affairs investigatwork are riddled with unfair "cultural after Police Internal
ed a complaint that they had threatened
bias" in favor of whites.
boys into the MisIn the Biloxi case, an unsuccessful to throw three young
River,
sissippi
Missisall-white
the
to
black applicant
Patrolman B. A. Norwood, 28 of
sippi Highway Patrol charges that pawas dismissed and
trol officials refused to give h i m 3458 Range Line,
Patrolman D. L. Fussell 25, of 1112
an application blank.
Craft Road was suspended for 10 days
In the Boston action, the city's civil
without pay.
service commission has acknowledged
Police Chief Henry Lux said the ofthat its entrance test for police officers
complaint about 4
discriminates against blacks and Puerto ficers answered a
p. m. May 18, that some boys h a d
Ricans. But other differences — over a
broken a windshield Of a truck at GOTheight requirement that excludes many
den Transport Inc. 185 West McLemore. Lux said they picked up Tony
Gill 12, of 1310 Horace, Marty.Lynn Hill,
11, of 1312 Yazoo Court and Herbert
Lee Williams, 11, of 114 Trigg and took
them to the trucking company. Gordon'
Transports refused to prosecute.
"Then they took them down on the
Mississippi River bank and apparently
threatened to throw them in," Chief Lux
said. "After that, they took them back
to Florida and Crump and put them out
of the car".
Chief Lux said police received a
complaint about the incident on May, 26
from Mrs. Maxine Smith, Executive
Secretary of the Memphis branch of the
N.A.A.C.P.
The N. A.A.C.P version of the incident was that the boys were playing
basketball and accidentally broke the
windshield, were picked up by police
and taken to the river and threatened
with a beating.
Patrolman Norwood was involved in
BLACK AND WHITE MEMan argument on Dec. 31. 1969 with the
Rev. Ezekiel Belt, former president of
PHIANS can look on State
the Memphis branch of the NAACP.,
Representative Harold Ford
outside City Court. The officer said the
time
this
as a sort of hero. In
Rev. Mr. Bell threatened "to get him",
a charge the Rev. denied..
of economic recession when
Chief Lux said disciplinary action
many Memphians find themhad been taken regarding other
selves in a very tight Money
N.A.A.C.P complaints but was not specific. He said he expected the officers to
situation, Ford's recent bill to
appeal to the Civil 'Service Commission,
prohibit utility companies in
and he declined comment on their recShelby County from assessing
ords because of the appeal possibility.
late charges on accounts prior
Mrs. Smith, informed of the chief's
decision, said she welcomed the news.
to 25 days after the billing
"I hope it is indicative of a change
date will be a welcome relief.
in the police department." she said. "It
(Photo by Hooks)
zs the first case where o-'r charge.

serving racial peace
At stake also Is much of the conventional wisdom about the connec'ion —
widely presumed but largely unproved
— between a man's academic and testtaking prowess and his performance
a policeman.
Finally, the issues being argued
See Page 2

is fired
2d is suspended

1 Op

have been sustained and punishment
meted out. Perhaps it will serve as a
deterrent to others."

Man shot in back
witnesses reveal
CHATTANOOGA — The violence that
finally settled in this riot torn city two
weeks ago was attributed to the use of
black patrols in the Negro neighborhood,
the Defender learned.
Policemen and National Guardsmen
werei pulled out of the black areas a n cl
unarmed Negro civilians used as patrol
instead.
A 7 p. m. curfew imposed by May
Robert K. Walker was lifted last week
and liquor and beer outlets, and restaurants and -hopping centers were allowed
to repoen and resume normal business.
Walker agreed to pull out the policemen and national guardsmen cri advice
of Negro leaders, who proposed a "cooling off" period, which apparently has
worked — so far.
The black patrol, rove the Negro
housing complexes but summon police
help when they run into trouble they cannot handle.
Walker did not attribute racial trouble to the fire-bombing that occured during the violence last week. The trouble

Judge Higgs
speaks out
Inner - City Voter Education Committee presented its second "Right-On"
Political Workshop" for young people
last Saturday it LeMoyne-Owen college
Student Center.
The morning session began with a
panel discussim with the following participants and topics: Marsha Randolph,
Memphis State junior—Consolidation,
Avis Topps, Central high '71 graduate—
School Desegregation: Rodney Strong.
Northside senior— A Student's View of
the Coming Election; and Levi Frazier.
Southwestern college junior — Black
Leadership.
A question and answer period followed. Refreshments were served.
The afternoon session focused work.
See .Page 2

Arkansas black mayor speaks
Cottonplant, Ark.'s first black how he won in a white controlled
mayor, Emmett Conly, will speak at a town.
The talk will take place at the
fund raising dinner for the Unity
League Democratic Council on behalf Peabody hotel, 8:30 p.m., June 18.
of Voters Education. He will explain Tickets will be $6.50.

is reported to have started when a Negro
soul singer, Wilson Pickett, refused to
appear at a concert becau,e he was not
paid in advance and young blacks seeking refunds ripped up seats and damaged
the stadium box office according to cne
version.

More trouble developed when police
arrested some Negroes who had nothing
to do with the stadium problem and the
blacks protested these arrests.
Durng the height of the disturbance a
young Negro was shot and kille'd by law
See Page 2

Issac Hayes is
hit by divorce
Stax rording artist Issac Hayes
ha, been sued for divorce by his wife
Mrs. Emily Ruth Watson Hayes, 22 on
the grounds of cruelty and adultery.
The cuple Was married Nov. 25,
1966 and separated last May 25 after
Hayes allegedly hit and choked his
wife, the suit said.
They have three children, Vincent
- Eric, 5, Melanie Mia, 3, and Attica Nicole, 9 months.
Mrs. Hayes sought permanent custody of the children and unspecified
amounts for alimony and child support
and payment of her attorney's fees.
Mrs. Hayes estimated that her husband earns "well over" $100.000 a year
as a performing artist, writer, producer
and from various business ventures.
Among his assets listed in the suit
were five later model luxury automobiles, including two Cadillacs, two Jaguars and a Mark III Continental
ISSAC HAYES
Among other things, she said Hayes
has controlling stock in Hot Buttered
Soul, Ltd. and said the corporation has furs .and clothes worth more than
mere than $75,000 in an account at Isla-, $30,000.
Mrs. Hayes said their marriage was
tional Bank of Commerce.
Her husband also has more than happy until the fall of 1969. when she
$15.000 in various banks in California,
See Page 2

L-0 commencement
called 'biggest ever'
LeMoyne-Owen college wrapped up
its biggest commencement weekend
May 28-31 with crowds turning out for
the three major events.
There were 158 seniors in the bat-

calaureate and commencement line of
march. the largest in the history of the
101-year-old college.
The events were spiced with oratory,
with applause and standing ovations going to Judge Odell Horton, president of
the college; the Rev. Ben Hooks, the
baccalaureate speaker; Mrs. Thelma
Roberson, a graduating senior, and Dr.
C. Eric Lincoln of New York, the commencement speaker.
The graduating class. with Dennis
Henderson as president, played a major
role in planning the baccalaureate and
commencement programs. They even
selected the two speakers, both graduates of the college.
Activity began Friday night, May,
28, when three of the reunion classes
(1921, 1951 and 1961) gave parties in private homes. The 1941 class entertained
Saturday night, May 29.

IN LeMOYNE-OWEN SPOTLIGHT — Dr. C. Eric
Lineoln of New York, center, poses with Judge
Odell Horton, left, president of LeMoyne-Owen College, and Dr. S. A. Owen, pastor of Metropolitan
Baptist church, just before commencement ceremonies on the college campus Monday evening of
last week. Dr. Lincoln, a 1947 graduate of LeMoyne,

was the commencement speaker. Approximately
1,500 persons stood and sat beneath the trees to
witness the graduation event which spotlighted 158
graduate s, including the college's first white
graduate.
It was the largest graduating ciass in the history
of the college.

The Presidential Luncheon for alumni Saturday afternoon attracted approximately 200 and spotlighted two major
events: the presentation of the Alumnus
of the Year award to Dr. Theophilus W.
Roberts of New York, and the State of
the College message by President Horton.
Alumni gifts to the college during
the luncheon came to $2,215.
More than 1.000 ws.r. on hand for
the baccalaureate service and approximately 1,500 sat and st.:;‘,.1 beneath the
trees on the campus in front of Brownlee Hall, Monday evening, for the colorful commencement.
In LeMoyne-Owen's 1971 graduating
class was the college's first white senior,
Frank R. Hickman.
Graduated "with distinction" w a s
Mrs. Lillian A. Cole Nance of 1044 Ethelyn. This honor is voted by the faculty.
Graduating with highest honor was
See Page 2.

Clip and Use Valuable Coupon in Pic Pac Ad this Week
(See Page 9)
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Police charge racism
(Continued From Page 1)
considered.
_here in Judge Virgil Petinan's cour tA year after winning the local poroom highlight the nationwide conflict
lice award. Bell took the examinations
between the pressing need for more
for sergeant and detective, passing the
blacks on city police forces a it d tae 'est for sergeant.
But he was told that
growing emphasis on the kinds of enhis cumulative scores — including his
trance and promotional requiremen s seniority and the
assessments of white
that most handicap them.
superiors — placed him too far down the
The police cateer of Mobile's Hubert
sergeants' list for promotion.
Bell is a study in that conflict.
After that ser'geants' list lapsed, he
Bell. a burly Mobile high school
was required to take a written test
graduate and former brick mason, joinagain. This time, said the Mobile Couned the city police in 1958. taur years aftty Civil Service Commission, he failed.
er the first Mack was accepted on the
His and the other black officers'
force.
lawyers in the suit are A. J. Cooper Jr.
Now 49, Bell has compiled an exeinof Mobile and New Yorker Jeffry A.
Mary record. In addition to being namMintz of the National Assn.. for tse Aded 1967 Policeman of the Year. he was \ ancement of Colored People's Legal
runner-up in an earlier year and a
Defense and Educational Fund, who is
cipient of numerous commendations from
also co-counsel in the Boston case.
superiors for detective work in burglary,
They contend that Mobile's 35 black
robbery and murder cases.
policemen have been almost exclusively
Most of his cases have in
assigned to black neighborhoods, with
crimes by blacks against other blacks in
no supervisory control over white policethis underpoliced Gulf Coast community
men and no chance to work in such "inof 200,000, where about one-third of the
side" areas of police headquarters as
population is nonwhite. Just two week.:
the docket room.
ago, both the Mobile Press and the RegThe lawyers also contend that the
ister commended him for ins and a fe - .ilepartmenrs promotion tests are invalid
low black officer's quick arrest of a
— culturally biased and unrela ed 0
black mac accused of murdering a 576
the actual work of a police officer. In
year-old black woman and wounding a
addition, they allege, the rating .systieto
white woman, apparently during a bargives white superior officers "too much
glary attempt.
say,- as lawyer Cooper puts it, on
That is the kind of action," the
"whether a black guy is going to be a
Register declared. "on which respect good cop."
for the law is built."
During trial of the case, the city
The editorials, and news stories all has admitted assigning policemen on the
described Bell as a "detective.- But 12
basis of race — a practice overruled, in
years after joining the Mobile force, he
a case involving the St. Petersburg
draws the S660-a-month paycheck, a n d
(Fla.) Police dept., by the 5th Circuit
holds the title, of a patrolman first Court of Appeals.
class.
The department's one black sergeant
The reasons for his failure to ad- out of 43 holding that rank testified
vance are familiar to most of the other that his direct experience with discrimblack officers who are co-plaintiffs in ination on the force has been "minute."
the suit against Mobile officials.
But the sergeant. Tyree A. Richburg,
Promotion to sergeant (the rank of also testified that his career had been
detective was recently eliminated) re"indirectly" affected by racial discrimquires an "objective" eivil service test
ination and that other men's had been
and winning favorable recommendations •d:rectly affected.
from superior officers Seniority is also
"I knew of instances," he testified.

Issac Hayes is
hit by divorce
(Continued From Page I)
began hearing rumors that Hayes was
-keeping cempany" with another woman.
She said he first denied it. She said
her husband would frequently stay
away at night telling her he was working in the studio. She said she later
found out that the woman he was seeing
had moved to Memphis from Washington, D. C. and was working at t he
studio.
On May 25. the bill said, Mrs.
Hayes was visiting a girl friend when
the singer came by, accused her of
"running around" and insulting her and
her friend. She said she and her husband

drove down the street in his car and
parked and he began accusing her" of
all sorts of vile and vulgar things".
She said, he choked and hit her and
threatened her lite. she has lived in
fear since then because Hayes has "two
constant companions who are armed
and ve..uld carry out every wish and deMend of the defendant."
Mrs. Hayes said her husband is now
attempting to withdraw and transfer
his assets from the county and she
asked for an injunction to prevent his
doing so pending a settlement.
Mrs. Hayes said she is completely
without funds at this time and the bill
was filed under paupers oath

(GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get MGreDealer!

*
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"where certain cases were saved f o r
(white) men that ordinarily would have
gone to (black) men."
In 1968, Sgt. Richburg passed the examination for police lieutenant. Before
that, he had compiled a high regularservice rating of 88.69 per cent. B u t
when his white superiors, after he took
the exam, awarded him a special-service rating, his measured worth as a police officer plummeted to a barely passing 70 per cent. He now stands 11th out
of 12 on the current lieutenants' Ii s t,
with virtually no chance of promotion.
The court has heard testimony from
Dr. Richard Barret', an expert witness
for the plaintiffs, who is an industrial
psychologist at the City University of
New York.
Barrett. who also, testified in the
Boston case and has entered a deposition in the Washington case, summarized his Mobile testimony during an outof-court interview:
My argument is that this is the kind
of test that blacks with a poor education do poorly on and that this is not a
test of qualifications for the job."
The defense, however, contends that
the promotion tests do measure supervisory skills and that those skills a r e
not necessarily the same ones needed by
a patrolman. The argument for the
plaintiff, here and in some of the other
cities, is that such tests measure academic and test-taking skills that are only
barely relevant, if at all, to the work of
policemen.
In Boston, the tests required a police candidate to know the definitions of
-pyromaniac" and "fortnight." Reaching the proper answer to one test problem required solution .of simultaneous
equations.
Nonetheless, said- lawyer Cooper —
a black graduate of the University of
Notre Dame and New York University
Law School — "there is not necessarily
a conflict" between setting high academic standards for police officers and attracting more blacks for police work.
"Many black college graduates
would be interested in police work," he
said. "if they had any assurance that
racism wouldn't block their careers and
'hat they would be paid enough to make
a decent living."
Patrolman Bell is a proud man, and
he has managed well, despite the racism
he feels most black officers must c onfront
-I owe the bank and I need a new
suit," he said. But five of his six children have been graduated from college
— including a son who is a Secret Service agent in Washington — and the sixth
is to graduate this June.
For him, promotion to sergeant
would mean both an additional $100 a
month in salary and official recognition
of the detective job he in fact performs
tinder difficult and often dangerous conditions.
Mobile now has a white police officers association, which claims membership of 72 of the city's 165 or so white
policemen. The group's chairman, Sgt.
Walter Milne, has said that the black
officers' suit has brought the morale of
the department to "the lowest it's ever
been."
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I Chattanooga calm

Vote 'no

(Contained From Page I)
signs of this phenomenon can be seen in
Newark. New Jersey: Cleveland, Ohio;
Gary, Ind.; and many other cities
where blacks have elected black politicians. Some blacks are upset with the
actions of some of these political leaders, but political control of the Inner
City by blacks is only in its infancy and
blacks are finding that they moit do
more than just elect a black mayor or
black councilmen, they must also work
with hint.
Memphis proper is quickly moving
toward a black majority, and to utilize
the power of this maka-ity it will take
work on part of every black person. The
first and most imnortant step is the defeat of the Consolidation charter. The
reason is simple; consolidating the inner
city with the surrounding all white or
majority,white suburban and semi-rural
areas; would mean that whites could
14
... far away from the city and still
have control of the central city.
Consolidation should be defeated for
the sake of the entire community.
VOTE NO ON CONSOLIDATION! ! 1!

(Continued From Page 1)
enforcement officers, when, according to
their explanation, he hurled a brick at
them.
The autopsy report and witnesses,
however, differ fr.an the police version
as to the slaying of the Negro. Witnesses
said the slaying victim was almost helplessly intoxicated and was fired upon by
police without provocation.
Police said they fired en the victim
when he turned to face them. An autopsy
report, however, refutes this and says the
man was shot in the back.
Mayors Version
Mayor Walker state d, in explaining the city's official version as to what
happened in the slaying of Leon Anderson, that he had been briefed by police
who
officials who said that Anderson,
had been paroled from jail a week
before, had thrown an object into the side
of a police car (which some identified as
a brick).
Walker said that Anderson then
turned, climbed a wire fence four feet

n,

Higgs speaks
(Continued From Pa

It

shops on the above mentioned topics
with community resource persons as discussion leaders. They were Carl Johnson, professor at Southwestern, David.
Acey, graduate student at Memphis
State; Washington Butler Jr., former
WOPC director, and Frances Hale, WIN
Coordinator at the Tennessee Employ.
'tient Agency.
The highlight of the Workshop was
the Judge W. 0. Higgs' informative end
realistic presentation on the "Challenge
of Militancy, Action and Involvement."
He cited some examples of militantcy:
"Militancy is not just ass afro-hairdo, a
dashiki, or merely rapping-but real militancy is action that transcends rhetoric
and that rhetoric is only one step and is
meaninglessly unless it is followed by
ence regarding his militancy In Crimiand the defendants Is given a second
militancy. "This," said Judge Higgs."
tancy in Action.
Judge Higgs made personal reference regarding his militancy in Criminal Court IV.
He stated "If you come for the first
time in my court for a criminal acty:iur case is automatically dismissed
and the defendant is given a second
chance."
He also cited that one dollar Bond
fee for indigents is another example of
militancy. "This," said Judge Higgs,"
is truly Black Power."
Judge Higgs used Inner-City Voter
Education as another example of "Militancy in Action."
"This organization cuts through the
rhetoric with good hard organizing in

all parts of Memphis". He complimented the young groun on the many
accomplishments they have made in
just five months they have been organized.
The young people gave Judge
Higgs a standing ovation.
On Monday, June 7. Inner-City
Voter Education Committee presented
the League of Women Voters, who gave
a voter education workshop to the members and community leaders. •
Emphasis was placed on the consolidation charter.
The workshop was held at LeMoyneOwen college in Brownlee Hall. Many
interested persons attended this informative workshop.
"We feel that these type voter edcation workshops as well as the community workshops we are sponsoring
will certainly benefit the total black
vote", said Minerva Johnican, chairman of the group. "We are concentrating on year-round voter education programs-not merely ones just before an
election",

high, ran, then turned again and appeared to be reaching into his pocket for a
weapon.
The Police, Walker said he was told,
left their car, shouted for Anderson to
halt and watched him climb the fence,
after they had fired warning shots in the
air before taking direct aim at the subject.
Walker said that then Anderson returned to the fence and was assisted
back over it by the police before he collasped in the street and died in an ambulance taking him to a hospital.
Witnesses' Story
The New York Times conducted a
private investigation of the incident a n d
said it unearthed two witnesses, Will
Earnest Hart, 47, and Wylie Williams 34,
w ho said, according to the paper's report, they watched the incident from
their front doors less than 75 feet away,
and that Anderson did not run from the
police and seemed not even to notice the
approach of their cars.
The paper quoted Hart and Williams
as saying that Anderson had not thrown
anything at any vehicle and had made
no move with his hands towards his
pocket. They also said that at no time
was Anderson on the other side of t h e
fence. They also held that there were no
shots or shcuts of warning before Anderson was shot and that the police shot
from their cars.
Dr. George E. Beckman Jr., Medical
Examiner (or Coroner) for Hamilton
County, performed an autopsy.
The Times report states that although
M4or Walker's account said the shooting
had begun when Anderson stopped a n d
turned toward the poli-ce, placing his
hands in his pocket as if to reach tor
weapon, Dr. Beckmannks autopsy disclosed that all three wounds — the shotgun discharge, the fatal bullet and the
lead sliver — were back-e ntrance
wounds.
Accounts of Drinking
The autopsy report also showed that
Anderson had been highly intoxicated at
the time of his death. His blood alcohol
content was 19 milligrams per 100 cubic
centimeters of blood, or nearly twice the
10-milligram level of "drunkenness" as
defined by state law in Tennessee.
Close friends who had been with Mr.
Anderson from about 6 p. m. until a few
minutes before he was shot at 11:15 p. m,
said he had been drinking cheap wine
heavily throughout the evening.
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L-0 commencement
(Continued From Page 1)
Mrs. Mary Wright McCracken of 242
Baltic, a sociology major.
Seniors graduating with honors were
Miss Eddie Mae Gcoden of Mason, an
education majo r: Mrs. Charlene R.
Toney of 500 Longview, education ma-

111
111,i

jor; Mrs. Lois W. Wade of 1699 Pendle.
ton, education major; Mrs. Arvelia E.
Harris of 990 South Wellington, humanities major; Mrs. Gladys J. Reed of 1501
Sparks Cove, history major, and Miss
Barbara Gail Morris of 1405 IToris, sociology major.
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A First Loan can be for an automobile.
New or used.
Just decide on your car. Then come to
First National Bank—or have your dealer
call.
With a First Loan, you get same day approval. Use it right away or within 90
days. First Loan is there when you need it.
You can even have First Loan taken
care of automatically by authorizing deductions from your First National checking account.
First Loan makes buying a car easier
and more convenient than it's ever been.
Be sure to make your' next loan a First
Loan.
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Official urges students
to fight for justice
GREENSBORO, N.C. —
Students at MET State University were urged to continue the push for broader
represents-ion by all races
in all aspects of American

Inter-Organizational Awards
program. He also called
for the
continuation of
A&T as an independent
university with its own
board of trustees.
Alluding to changes being
proposed f or re organizing the state's higher education structure! Stewart
said:
"We are concerned about
A&T's continuing as an independent organization. This
is fundamental to us. We
believe that A&T should
continue to operate as it
is, with the doors open to

"We need to take our
trained brains and fight
injustices," said Dr. John
S. Stewart, Durham City
Councilman and president
of the black-owned Mutual
Savings and Loan Association. "For this is the
salvation of a democracy."
Stewart was speaker at
the Univ ersity's annual

Legal Notebook

Which Law Whose Order
George Brown, Executive
Director of The Memphis
and Shelby County Legal
Aid Organization, has offered a very interesting opinion
on the topic of Law and
Order. The title of this offering is "Which Law and
Whose Order?" In the weeks
to come we h o pe to offer
more of these interesting opinions by various cittizens in our community.
By GEORGE BROWN
During the past four years
there has been
much
discussion of the subject
of "Law and Order." During the 1968 pre'sidential
campaign, G e o rge Wallace received his loudest
applause when he hit at lawlessness and disorder. So
did Richard Nixon. Based
on audience reaction to the
theme law and order, one
could assume that presidential candidates, both in
'1964 and in 1968, discovered
crime. Such is not the
case. however. ,Politicians
in the twenties ran on
platform, of wiping tut
crime. Herbert Hoover was
elected President in 1928
OD
a promise to restore
law and order.
"Loose talk about war
against crime," said the
Justice
Frankfurter,
late
"too easily infuses the administration of j us t ice
with the psychology and
morals of war." We must
address ourselves to ,the
question of whether the
chest beating war cries
of "law and order" have
developed an attitude in
our society which is so
morally debilitating that we
fail or refuse to see the
myriad causes of our social
problems.
"If we are to deal meaningfully with crime," Ramsey Clark, the former Attorney General said, "w h a t
must be seen is the dehumanizing effect on the individual of slums, racism,
ignorance' and violence, of
,corruption and impotence
to fulfill rights of poverty
and u n e mployment and
idleness, of generations of
malnutrition, of congenital
brain and prenatal neglect,
of sickness and disease, of
pollution, of decrepit, dirty,
ugly, unsafe, overcrowded
housing, of alcoholism and
narcotics addiction, of avalice, anxiety, fear, hatred,
hopelessness and injustice.
These are the fountainheads
of crime."
Another q u e stion that
must be answered is, which
law and whose order? The
law and order of a land
lord whose violations of
the building and safety
codes go unpunished, or e
politician who p romises
everything a n d d elivers
nothing? The law (lessness)
and (dis) order of a brutal
. or the
policeman .
public
employers, both
thumb
who
private',
and
their noses at the lesiglative
mandates of equal employment opportunity, or the unscrupulous merchant who
sells shoddy goods at inflated prices? How can we
purport to recommend
change through law and
reason when the powers that
be continue to selfishly decide which law and whose
order? Our society will
never deal with the problem of crime until we recognize it as the result of
societal action and inaction.
We in this . community
may not fully address ourselves to crime until we
face up to discrimination in
employment and issue sanctions against those who fail
to take affirmative steps
to assure equal employment opportunity. The capacity to obtain and hold
a "good job" is the traditional test of participation
in American society. Unemployment a n d is nderemploy m ent breed crime.
Our city and county government, should take the lead
as regards equal employment opportunity.
There has been much
fliscussion of our courts

and their problems. To be
sure, there is a gross disparity betwee'n the number
of cases and the court per.
el
facilities avtolable toanddeal with them.
And often this results in assembly line justice, which
is no .justice at all. But
mpny of the problems in
our criminal courts are not
really criminal at all. They
are in reality social problems; and the court has
been thrust in the inappropriate role of a social
agency.
The Supreme Court decisions of Gideon vs. Wainwright and Miranda vs.
Arizona. c 1 e arty demonstrated the right of the poor
and the ignorant to be adequately represented by
lawyers. The affluent have
lawyers, whom they call
when needed. It is the dispossessed, the ignorant, the
poor, the inexperienced, and
the trusting, who are vulnerable to unfair police interrogation, are vulnerable
to overreaching and unscrupulous merchants, and
who are without influence
in the political arena. Awareness of these conditions
hardly e n hances respect
for law, for the police or
for the system. It is imperative that there be enforcement of such decisions as
Gideon and Miranda if our
system is to have integrity
and our people are to req.
spect the law.
Yes, our society is able
to channel change through
law and reason, but not until it begins deciding, without selfishness, which law
and whose order,

Meharry is building
a new learning center
NASHVILLE, Tents.
Construction 'has begun on
Meharry Medical College's
new L e arning Resources
Center. The building, a unique p a rt of Meharry's
current expansion program,
will mark the center of the
completed expanded campus, according to Dr. Lloyd'
C. E I am, President of
Meharry.
"A recent grant -from
the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare will enable us to go
ahead with o u r construction schedule. We hope to
have the building completed
by October, 1972," said
Dr. Ralph H. Hines, Meharry Vice-President.

all who want to attend
and that the University
should be operated in a
wide open atmosphere."
Stewart, who also serves
as the president of the A&T
Board of Trustees, said the
.worst things in the society
are ingratitude, greed and
hate. "Hate destroys," he
continued, "and I will never
resort to it."
More than 250 students
were cited during the program for their contributions
to all phases of student,
academic a n d a t h letic
life
at
A&T. Formally
presented to the student
body were Miss Pat Thompson of Charlotte, the recently elected "Miss A&T"
and Ron Ivey of New
York, who will reign as
president of the Student
Government Association.

THE SOUL CHILDREN and Jimmy Hughes posed with Angela Davis' sister Eonia
Davis Jordan, before performing to a
capacity audience in Oakland, California to
raise funds for Angela. (I. to r.) Norman

West and Anita Louis of The Soul Children; Fonia Davis Jordan; Shelbra Bennett
and John Colbert of the Soul Children and
Jimmy Hughes,

ar-Keys make contribution
for Carver student's tour
lected between 60-80 high
The United States' ColleStax's Mar-Keys and proschool seniors across the
giate Wind Band, which has
ducer, Henry Bush recently
nation to participate in these
presented a contribution to
bee'n called one of "Americoncerts.
ca's most d istinguished
Miss Dorothy Griffin for
musical youth grcups," seher scheduled tour with the
United S t a tes Collegiate
Wind Band.
Miss Griffin, who wa s
selected because of her outstanding ability as a musician (flute, piccolo, and
oboe), will represent Car
ver high school ( Memphis )
and the state of Tennesse
on the tour.
The Mar-Keys, who have
always taken the role as a
'wind' section in Stax'
house band, have released
FOR SALE BY
a new album titled "MemS. GOVERNMENT
U.
phis Experience."
VETERANS
"The album has been
ADMIN1STRATION
nflisic
in
a
constructed
will always( 690 North 6th Ave
vogue that
$‘2,500
remain 'in" — like the ' lrooms,
iliS: I
keba
NtahaR. eFpRairAs rLucA
A Toma4
dress.
It
conbasic black
or
VA
SAN ANTONIO —Airman
Check
taint songs that will satisfy,
Tommie A. Williams, son of
9.950
'e'
every music I: ver from; 633 Keel Avenue
5
0
S
No
Down
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L.
those who like 'easy listen.; 8 rooms, 2 baths, FRIWIS Payment
Williams, 1366 Eloise ave.,
.
ing' to those who like hard! /798 Kendate
has completed basic training
rock," says Producer Henry. 11 rooms, 3/
1;259
113
14
1
2 baths, Stucco$
at Lackland AFB, Tex. He
Bush.
i
• $250
is remaining at Lackland for
The "Memphis Experi-1
training as a security policeenee" album contains three' 2380 Lowell St., Alum/S $250
man. Airman Williams, a
I bath.
originals, "Angel Dust," 7rooms,
graduate of Southside high
"After The Affair," and 1310 Snowden
$14,750
school, attended Southwest"Creepers Ftmka tra dons.' 7rooms, 11
/
2 baths, Asb. $100
ern Christian college.
Down
Along with other h i g hi
school seniors, Miss Griffin
-1—
NO DISCRIMINATION
-will perform on a 21-day
CAN
BUY
tour of Europe. Six con- Long
1
2% Loans 4 vat/able
ong term, 7/
certs will be give'n in the
See Any Broker
capitals of Belgium, France,
England, The Netherlands,,
and Russia.

BUY
U.S.
BONDS

to be twitted, and these
are' the very funds we
must draw upon to support
new buildings after they
-are c on a tructed. These
are the types of funds
we need from. Wee apart.es," he said.

SENSATIONAL NEWSIlt

HOW TO WIN ON THE
DOGS!!!
Would you like to know how
to bet the dogs and win every
niter
Free information
YOU.

will

Dr. H i nes emphasized, Write to W.K Enterprises:
however, that the funds pro- 3932 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300
Los, Angeles, Calif. 90005
vided for construction are
restricted for that purpose Send by air mall and send air
and are not part of the mail, sell addressed envelope. This
general funds of the col- Is hot Information. Don't miss
lege or hospital. "Our basic It 1 ! I
operating f u nds continue
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'Big enough to bowl like my daddy.
That's how big I want to be!"
He'll never need Wonder Bread
more than right now.

The time to grow bigger and stronger is
during the "Wonder Years"— ages 1 through
12 —when a child reaches 90% of adult
height. Help your child by serving Wonder
Enriched Bread. Each slice supplies vitamins,
minerals,carbohydrates and protein.
Delicious Wonder Bread!

Now At Your
Favorite sicSTAR...
NEAUTIFUt
Spicy Brown
GLASSES
41/•e
00

1C4Rt DIJEAC

IMP
FREE!
12-01 Beverage
Spicy Brown
CLASS
products. Limit one coupon
per family.

EXTRA SAYINGS FOR YOU
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Juice
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Ice Tea
Glass

18-0z.
lee Tea
Glass

/9',
Each
2?the
290
I'-
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irari
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Helps build
strong bodies
12 ways()

ith this coupon and $5 additional purchase, excluding tobacco, milk and frozen milk
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Call For action volunteers
review WDIA's program
Call for Action, a service
Thomas returned Irons the
established by radio station .Workshop they were faced
WDIA, deals with tte urbalF
-the arganization of the
crisis On a grass roots level. • etaff.
It has been in eperation in
Mrs. Byes explained how
Memphis since Jen. C help-' the program w.rks.
ing st referring people who
"We refer a person to the
had no where snie to turn.
agency that will sal\ I..
They deal with • problems in
problem and if he doe n't get
housing, welfart.i legal all
action we will foll.tv,i
unadvice and other •problems.
til a solution is reached. This
't that affect the man on the
is when, the radio •::,W
' street.
will come in, when w: UnMN. James Ryas. chaircMer a gap in a iominuati:
man, and Mrs. Rufus Thoservice. The station will go
mas, co-chairman, attended
on the air with an editorial
a wo rkshop in New York
to focus public attention on
sponsored by the National l'r
the gap." She alit'd "What
ban Coalition in conjunction
we are trying to do is focus
with radio staLon across the
public attention on the probcountry to receive the basic
lem and create the means
concept of the operation of
for fulfilling the needs of the
C. F.A. These ladies came
community".
back prepared to help the
A. C. Williams. director if
Community ‘A an a service
public re lations for INDIA
that has never been ofifered
said this period that aa:
In Memphis before.
have gone thr.mgh is a
• When Mrs.- Byes and Mrs
period of development and
searching for direction.
'It has acquired a tremendous amount of (iodic'.
tail, on the part of the ladies
CAN YOU USE
inV;hied. espeolaliY
Mrs.
MORE
Etva
and Mrs. 'Nomj,. we
did not have the total number of volunteers we o:eded
CONVENIENT
and no research staff. But
LOCATIONS
still I ,ansider the program
'HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
a smashing success."
GET PREFE
Williams added "If it has
SER VICE
done nothing else, it has
given underprivileged p e ople the knowledge that there
's siirnewhere thy can call

CASK?
CITY FINANCE

8

and someone can listen very
stmpathetically
'We will reopen the pro
gram' in Septe hther whic,i
will give July and August
for a vacation period for
these dedicated workers.'
Call for Action i, 'a simple
idea. As Dean Burch, Chairman of the: Federal C. ni•
munications Com mi salon
said in a speech delivered to
the Call for Action Broadcasters Luncheon "the idea
of this program is almost
un peakably s.mpit'. It's a
venture involving a broad:aster and a group of volunteers . . . who have agreed
that together they will try
to assist the man-on-thestreet with his problems."

Buy U. S. Bonds
Glair Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE '
TAILORS
CUSTOM

H s

Seated from left are Mrs. A. Katz, Mrs. T.
Davidson, Orphella Byes, Chairman C. L.
Thomas, co-chalrman, Aubrle Turner,
Delores Milan, Miss Maydella Reeves. . .
Standing From left Mrs. Susan Sanford,
Susie Walker. Susle Currie, Kerner Bland,
Lucille Brewer, R. Lev. Mrs. Addle Jones,

2 grads set to fight odds
By KARL S. GUTKNECHT
MADISON, Wis. —Danie:
G. Hernandez recalls being
beaten by his grade scho,'
teacher for speaking his
native Spanish in
Carl E. Lee graduates
"near the top of c 59 II
per cent Black and Puerto
ghetto school in
Rican
Brooklyn . . . But the big
adjustment was still to
come." Both
as
young
Americans. Both are members of minority groups.

Lee is Black. Hernandez
is a Chicano,
Mexican.
American.
Both are studying economics a the University of
Wisconsin under its fiveear program of tutorial
and
f i n ancial
asistance
which provides support for
students who have tradibee n
tionally
excluded
from equal access to institutions of higher education.
Both plan to pursue a ,
law career upon comple-

INC.
248 Vance Ave.

Lorraine Robinson, Miss E. Crestwell,
Miss Verna Meekins, Mrs. Edna Webb,
Grace Young. Not pictured are Mrs. W. 0.
Spelght Jr., Mrs. Georgia Quinn, Mrs.
Marlon Gibson, Mrs. Augusta Cash, Mrs.
Rachel Carter and Mrs. Lydia Collier.

tion of their undergraduate
studies.
They a r e among 450
Afro-American, A m e rican
Indian. Span ish-American
aud White American students benefiting from the
Madison campus program which began in 1966
with a group of 26 incoming freshmen.
The program provides
financial aid in the form of
work study jobs, National
Defense Loans, grant assis-

SPECIALOFFER FROM KODAK.
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3A 7-9320

Memphis. Timmins
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tance, a n d supplemental
services such as counseling,
tutoring, and special courses
in reading and study skills.
By attending the University
five years instead of the
customary four, students
are able to space academic loads to enable them to
adjust to a large university
while working. Now, five
years later, the five-yearprogram is falling victim
to the times.
"A tightening economy,
cutbacks in federal and
state
appropriations, and
higher costs o 1 attending
college have hit minority
and 1 o w-income students
especially
hard, "Merrit
Norvel, assistant to the
vice-chancellor for student
affairs a n d co-chairman
of the UW Human Resources a n d Educational
Fund Committee, stated.
-Last year we established the fund in an attempt
to raise $100,000 to provide
additional financial assistance to program students %
who traditionally have
high financial need. We feel
$70,000 short.
"Our 1971 goal is again
$100,000." Norvell, a former UW football .star, is
the newly-elected president
of the Madison Urban
League.
This Saturday the fund
will sponsor Julian Bond,.
the Quaker-trained minstrel :
of the non-violent protest'
movement and prominent I
Georgia legislator. Bond I
will address himself to the
topic "Collision Course in a
Divided America" at 8 p.m.
at the UW Field-House,
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Somehow,7 Crown always seems right.
Because of its clean,comfortable taste.
Because it's made by Seagram.
And because it fits, in its place,with
the other good things of life.
Why else do more people make it a
part of their world than any other whiskey?
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Taste the best of America.
SaySeagrarros and Be Sure.

SPECIAL:You
get a handsome,
convenient travel
case for your X-15.

114

Snap and save, now.
Kodak makes this extraspecial offer—for a limited
time only —to introduce
the,camera that takes
flash pictures without flash
batteries. You get everything you need including
Kodacolor-X film and the
new Kodak Instamatie
X-15 camera. Just drop in
the film. Pop on a
magicube. And snap and
save. A great gift idea, too.
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The big parade

George Romney
has a bear
by the tail
By LOUIS MARTIN
With a shock of silver hair and a handsome, athletic build, George Romney of Michigan is regarded
as one of the most personable members of President
Nixon's cabinet. He has one of the Administrations
toughest job. As Secretary of Housing and Urban Development he literally has a bear by the tail.
Credited with developing the first American
compact car, the Rambler, Romney won early fame
as an aggressive and enlightened industrialist.
Switching gears in his middle years, he became a
successful politician and governor of Michigan for
three terms.
When his efforts to shoot for
the GOP presidential nomination
went awry, he became a regular
member of the GOP establishment although more liberal than
most. His friends also insist that
despite his Mormon background,
he is one of the few Nixon men
who can be considered "straight"
on the race issue.
At any rate he talks straight
enough. At least he did in Chicago
last week at the annual meeting
of the Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open
Communities.
Among the points he made was the necessity
and responsibility of both the public and private
leadership of the nation to break up the present
public and private leadership dual housing system,
the dual housing market, one white and the other
black.
Romney said flatly that government housing
programs in the past, including FHA, Urban Renewal and the Freeway Program, were "executed
on a racist basis." This, of course, was no news to
black Americans.
He insisted that "people must live within a reasonable distance of their jobs." Citing the jurisdictional tangle of fragmented local governmental units.
he called for metropolitan planning and development
to eliminate the present forced segregation of the
races.

Launch new
program here
Union Protective Life Insurance Co. of 1234 Missisisippi bled., has launched
a "Constant Increase Program" to determined who
is the leading saleswoman
in District One.
The contest that started
this week will have the
entire d i a trict's support
throughout the flint-week
contest.
"The Ladies of the Ladies
Liberation Movement," the
flowers of District One, are
responsible for the "Constant Increase Program."
The leader so far is Mrs.
Lizzie Brown. Mrs. M.D.
Bradley, Mrs. W.M. Reldord and Mrs. J.B. Royal
are also competing i n the
contest.
These women are guaranteed a 630,000 increase
in support of their efforts
in the program.

Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!

Higgs back
to school

SUPER- RIGHT FULLY COOKED SEMI BONELESS

Judge W. Otis Higgs of
the Criminal Court has been
accepted for enrollment in
an intensive f 0 u r-w e ek
course in post graduate legal education conducted by
the National College of State
Trial Judges, an activity of
the Section of Judicial Administration of the American
Bar Association.
The college, located at Ow
University of Nevada in
Reno, is dedicated not only
to providing continuing education for judges regardless
of their length of time on
the bench, but also to bringing modern court management techniques to tr i a I
courts nationwide.
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Lovingood, a long time employee who died in 1970.
Mrs. Lovingood was associated with the Capitol
Stores for more than seven
years, rising from a sales
clerk to departmtint head.
"She always wanted to go
to college, but could never
break away from her employment and friends to
achieve her cherished goal."
Flathery said. "However, sh4
did find time to take sorne
cotrrses at a local technical
institute."

A & P YOUR CHOICE

1:00-2:45-4:40
6:30-8:1'5-10:05

Store establishes a
scholarship at FSU
FAYETTEVILLE —
A local department store has
established a student scholarship at Fayetteville State
University in memory of a
former employee.
Jack Flaherty, vice president-manager. Can't lo I
Store; and Glen R. Kelly,
manager, sportswear; made
the scholarship presentation
to President Charles "A"
Lyons, Jr.
In their presentation, they
stated that the scholarship
was to be established in thtt
name of Mrs. Lois McDonald

LB.

526-3052

One point that Romney emphasized and one that
perhaps needs the greatest emphasis is that "housing discrimination is against the law."
The National Fair Housing Act was enacted into
law under President Johnson in 1968. It specifically
makes it a federal crime to deny black Americans
equal opportunity in housing.
Secretary Romney said that not enough Americans understand this fact. The Secretary is a forthright speaker and one is impressed with his earnestness. Apparently he really believes what he says
about the urgent need for breaking up the dual system of housing in America.
One wonders why such leadership as he represents seems to be able to accomplish so little. The
ghettos are getting bigger. The suburbs are standing just as firm against minority penetration. The
real estate interests and the big mortgage lending
boys seem as determined as ever to keep the noose
around our plantations just as tight. The few exceptions are not enough to matter.
At least some part of the answer stares us in
the face. We not only have a dual system of housing,
but we also have a dual system of justice and a dual
system of law enforcement.
It will be remembered that President Nixon rode
the "law and order" issue into the White House in
the last election. This issue is dear to the hearts
of the establishment and it is the paramount concern
of the President's so-called silent majority.
The Administration has shown that it means
business on the "law and order" issue when it can
be applied to protesters and dissidents. There is
more emphasis on order than on law. That's where
the votes are, that silent majority.
When it comes to the enforcement of laws that
are broken by the establishment and the vested interests of the country, the Administration shows an
amazing tolerance.
Secretary Romney insists that President Nixon
and his Attorney General are determined to enforce
the housing law. The record thus far, however, is
far from impressive. With vigorous law enforcement,
the dual system of housing can be broken.
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In Our Opinion

SORRY CHIEF, THE PHOTOS STILL ARE A BIT BLURRED!
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Nixon and the Black Caucus
President Nixon's reply to the Black Caucus recommendations evoked no jubilation or hallelujah. There was solemn
unanimity among the black Congressmen on the negative and
disappointing aspects of the White House's attitude on matters
that affect so deeply the fundamental interests of American
blacks.
Whether Mr. Nixon was insensitive to the social and economic issues raised by the Caucus or whether he felt that t h e
questions were posed in a political context that threatens his
tenure has not been made clear.
His reluctance to see the black Congressmen when the
request for a conference was made have been induced by the
fear that the whole matter was chained to a political pole on
which he was not ready to commit himself without making
drastic strategic reorientation of his plans.
The reaction to the conference and the White House's 115page document outlining the answers to the black Congressmen's demands give warrant for the suspicion that the President was deadly apprehensive over possible political overtones
of the confrontation with the Black Caucus.
The Administration, however, was playing tit for tat when
it summoned to the White House scores of black Republicans
in order to spell out to them Mr. Nixon's record of accomplishments on the racial front.
This strategy, of all probability, won't do him any good.
With the exception of Senator Brooke, there are no black
GOP members of sufficient national stature to exert moral or
political influence on the black masses. Besides, the questions
posed by the Black Caucus were far removed from the realm
of politics. They were straight-forward questions that dealt
with the economic and social issues which are aired every
single day in the press, on the air, and sometimes in Congress. Mr. Nixon would have demonstrated a brand of responsible and responsive national leadership if he had chosen to be
unequivocal in his answers.

Equal opportunity
By a vote of 21 to 12, the House Education and Labor -Committee, last week, approved legislation that would give enforcement powers to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The bill extends coverage not only to privately employed
workers but also to employees of state and local governments.
Hiring practices of the federal government and its contractors
would also be policed by EEOC.
It was the civil rights Act of 1964 that established this agency. The Commission, however, has had an uphill fight to attempting to give substantive meaning to its findings. Thus far,
it has not been able to solve the problem of discrimination in
job hiring.
First of all, it does not have the enforcement powers needed to sustain its orders. Lacking the authority to issue ceaseand-desist injunctions or to seek court orders against discrimination, the EEOC has been a little more than a public foruin
where infractions of civil rights Act are studied, debated and the
culprits quizzed' with no affirmative action to insure redress.
Since the EEOC's chairman is usually a political appointee,
he is under compulsion not to go beyond the limits set by the
White House. There was the Case of Clifford Alexander, Harvard-trained lawyer. who was forced to resign the Commission's chairmanship because he was too vigorous and insistent
in his investigation and denunciation of industrial plants a n d
commercial firms guilty of hiring bias.
Even with the enforcement muscle, it will still be a question whether the EEOC would not be hamstrung by politics
and politicians.

White Fathers quit
The White Fathers, an order of Roman Catholic missionaries, are withdrawing from Mozambique.
The White Fathers have a special place in the history of African missionary activity.
The order was founded exclusively for Africa at the time of
Europe's expansion into the Dark Continent. But, long before the
ideas of decolonization germinated, the White Fathers were
pursuing a policy of bringing religion to Africa on the basis of
Africization of the Church.
These missionaries have been appalled by what they consider social injustice and police brutality in Mozambique. They
believe that their continued presence in Mozambique will make
them accomplices and will bring confusion to the minds of ordinary African people. They find themselves identified, not with
the blacks, but with the Portuguese. They have rejected this
identification, and aro: packing up to leave.
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My view

What does it mean as
blacks take over cities?
BY DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Negroes are becoming more and
more an urban people and they are
concentrating in the large cities. The
1970 census points out that there are
1.666,636 black people in New York
City. Black people as of 1970 constituted 21.2 per cent of the total population
in New York. The percentage of blacks
in New York is almost double the percentage of blacks in the nation. Blacks
constitute 11 per cent of the population,
a slight increase over 1960. The population of blacks in Chicago is 32.7 per cent
of the total or 1,102,620 blacks. There
are about 300.000 more Negroes in New
York City than there are people in Atlanta. New York and Chicago still have
the largest number of black people.

the white population.
It will be interesting to watch the
census in 1980 and 1990 and particularly
in the year 2000. My prediction is that
most of the large cities in America will
be predominately black. This will be true
because white people will be running to
the suburbs in order to get away from
black people. If this trend continues,
there will be a financial crisis 11 supporting the school system in cities that
are virtually black. Negroes being
poorer, the black public school system
will likely get less money from the
ad valorem tax. Then too if it is a black
school system, the state legislature will
be less inclined to appropriate the same
amount of money for a black school
system
as it would for an all-wh it e
Fifty cities named in the 1970 census show that one-third of the black peo- school or even a ' highly desegregated
ple in the United States live in .fifteen school system
It may be a long time, if ever, becities. These fifteen cities are: Ne w
York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, fore cities like Chicago and New York
become
50 percent or more black, but
Washington. Los Angeles. Baltimore,
it does not matter. New York and ChiCleveland, New Orleans, Atlanta a n d
cago
will
have and are having their
Indianapolis, Newark, St. Louis, Memphis, and Dallas. Nearly half of the na- share of all black schools just as Atlantion's black population is concentrated ta, Baltimore and Washington. I see
nothing in my crystal ball which says
in fifty cities.
that all schools in the U.S. are going to
It is significant to note too that he desegregated. Thus, if segregated
Washington, D.C.; Newark, New Jersey; schools are inherently infer;or, we will
Gary: Indiana: East, St, Louis; Atlanta, have inferior education in all black
Georgia: and Compton, Carlifornia have schools as well as all white schools for
more blacks in the city than whites. many years to come.
Other cities have black population rangI have never believed that a black
ing from 30 to 46 percent.
school had to be inferior to a white
As the cities become increasingly school. Black students have been gradblack, the schools also become inuating from all black schools for many
creasingly black. Washington, D.C. is decades and many of them have done
71.1 percent black but the school en- exceptionally well in the best universirollment is estimated to be 95 percent ties and professional schools. If the inblack. In Newark, the black population evitable descend upon us, we can and
is 54.2 percent and the school enrollment must have quality education in our pubis 85 percent black. Atlanta has a pop- lic schools even if they turn out to be
ulatini of 51.3 blacks and the school all black. My view is that we will have
enrollment is approximately 70 percent several all black public school systems
black. The white school enrollment, because I see nothing that will stop the
however, is usually always lower than white flight.

National hotline
By DIGGS DATROOTH
(DistrIbeted by Sonyilark• Newspapers)
college presidents firm look at the whole question of govturned up over t h e ernmental power and press freedom. Sevweekend for the Capi- eral journals are putting together edital Press Club's Sa- torial support for television and newslute to black colleges. papers' refusal to submit material to
for its interest in prosecuting attorneys' office and other
scholarship aid, turn- law enforcement agencies.
ed its attention this
CBS' "Selling of the Pentagon"
time to the institutions was specific to the
members of the
most critically in black press which raised
its voce conCheek, president of stantly over what it
thinks is right and
need. Dr. James Just .
The school busing is becom,
Howard and one of We co-sponsors, ing secondary in the
turned down a bid to Austin, Texas, for struggle where the whole civil rights
administration is
the dedication of the LBJ Library, Is concerned. The strategy
would seem to
order to be prefsent Plane scheduling dictate that integrated
housing is much
would just not permit Dr. Cheek's re- more explosive.
turn in time . . .
When a black member of the MaryRIGHT ON. Sheriff Lucius Amerland Human Rights Commission w a a son was practically home free from the
sitting in judgement on the Armco very start when his trial opened on his
Steel Corp., the chairman fired Is i m. alleged brutality against a man in cusSampson Green was accused by the tody. Sheriff Amerson was acquitted by
corporation of making prejudiced state- the al/-white Jury who said later they
ments. Green had said that Armco intended to indicate support for police
"once had a discriminatory polity." The everywhere. Amerson couldn't lase bepanel was probing charges of racial cause Middle American was watching
bias . . . At this writing, three mem- t ha judgement . . Attorney-General
bers of the Black Caucus are readying John Mitchell is proud of the way anappearances on NBC's "Meet the Press." ti-war demonstrators were treated here.
They are California's Gus Hwkins, He said other cities should take heed
Michigan's Charles Diggs and Missouri's and study'the Washington plan . . LeoWilliam L. Clay. All are Democrats.
nard Berstein who drew floods of hate
ASIDES: net ACLU (American Ci- mail and public criticism when he envil Liberties Union) believes that the tertained the Black Panthers in his livsharp rise in police brutality cases in ing room in a fund raising party, is at
Newark, since Kenneth Gibson became it again. This time it was fund raising
mayor it due to efforts on the part of Party for the accused Berrigan Brothe police to discredit Gibson's admin- thers, the Catholic priests who are atistration. The department hopes to "used of threatening to kidnap Whits
show that Gibson can't sustain a elvIl Hollis expert Henry Kissinger and cutcity and that blacks and other minori- ting electric cables. The Panthers, incities will become disillusioned with dentally were acquitted in New York
him . . .
last week. Bernstein will, no doubt supLook for the black press to take a port additional unpopular causes.

Slack collages wait and wonder
whet the federal government will really
do to help them in their struggle for
survival. Fortysix presidents or representatives of the 111 predominantly
black institutions of higher learning gathered in Washkigton Ian week to listen to spokesmen for industry and government talk about their problems and
suggest some ways to meet t is e m.
There were some searching questions
asked. Whether the answers were satisfactory is debatable.
The consensus was, however, that
the national publicity generated by their
coming to Washington at least served
to focus attention on the plight of these
schools. The "Salute to Black Colleges"
was sponsored by the Capital Press
Club. Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare Elliot Richardson departed
from his prepared text to say he had
proposed to Congress that two per cent
of the Social Security funds be diverted
into a discretionary fund to be administered by the HEW Secretary.
If this happens, said Richardson, the
troubles of black colleges would be
over with, since it would release billions to meet their special needs. How
realistic this may be and whether the
Nixon Administration will seriously press
f o r this is the next big question.
Richardson spoke to more than 900 persons gathered in the Sheraton Park Hotel for the closing banquet of the twoday session.
Ever since Louise Day Hicks arrived in Washington to fill the House seat
vacated by former Speaker John MacCormack of Massachusetts, the media
has been writing about the new, strangely meek and silent Mrs. Hicks in contlaSt to the old role she played as the
implacable vocal foe of school integration in Boston. Last week, the real
Louise or the old Louise, whichever is
preferable stood up, not in her 'borne
city of Boston, nor in the House of Representatives, but in New York City,
She was joined by Chicago's Rep.
Roman Pucinski, chairman of one of
the sub-committees on education of the
House Education and Labor Committee
which was holding hearings in New
York. Observers say that the two meinbars of Congress indulged in some of
the strongest race baiting ever seen outside of the Southern conservative bloc,
with Mrs. Hicks expounding her theories
on school busing and school mixing in
the same manner which she used to
win election to the Boston City Council
ancl later to the House. Coincidentally,
in Philadelphia, 80 miles away, tough
cop Phil Rizzo won the Democratic nomination for mayor on a law and order
campaign theme. All of which is to say
that when the Pucinski sub-committee
moves into Boston June 4 for more
hearings on schools, the real Louise
won't have to repeat her slogan, "You
know where I stand."
SOUTH AFRICAN FLIP
Secretary of State William Rogers

found himself publicly at odds with
Vice President Spiro Agnew last week
when the Minister of Information for
the Union of South Africa came to
Washington. Agnew held a 45-minage
"friendly" meeting with C.P. Mulder
unknown to Rogers who is sensitive to
the rising tide of sentiment here against
the racist policies of South Africa and
the particular irritation among the black
African nations with whom the State
Department must walk the tight rope of
diplomacy.
Rogers canceled his planned meeting with the Minister, arranging instead
for him to confer with U. Alexis Johnson, the ranking career man in the department. Miffed by the snub, Mulder
declined to meet Johnson and the matter was left hanging. it was apparent,
however, that Agnew had the full approval of the White House in giving the
visitor so much time.
THE PASSING SCENE
"Monday," the slick eight-p a g e
weekly pamphlet put out by the Republican National Committee, devoted a eolumn last week to Carl Rowan, calling
it "Rowan's Rhetorical Recklessness."
Hid sin, according to Monday, was to
criticise the Administration's civil rights
policies, charging that the FBI has turned down qualified blacks because they
are blacks with the excuse that agents
must have a law or accounting degree.
Monday using FBI techniques, tracked Rowan down at his home after he
refused to take their call at his office.
The syndicated columnist who was former director of USIA, brusquely dismissed his caller, saying according to
Monday . . "I don't have to get involved in folderol with politicians. Goodbye" and hung up.
Monday contends the FBI hasn't
used this policy in several years . .
Soviet Ambassador Anabaly Dobrynin
went to the reopening of the African
Museum of Art and commented, "This
exhibit proves how truly talented the
Africans are." The Russian envoy confessed that he would like to purloin some
of the pieces and take them home . .
Mrs. Alma Rangel, wife of New York
Congressman Charles Rangel, was the
Ions Democrat in a group of congressional wives who lunched with Mrs.
Nixon at the White' House recently . . .
Nigerian Ambassador Joe Iyalla
will only give a diplomatic smile when
pressed for a firm date on when Major
General Yakubu Gowon, the Nigerian
Head of State, will arrive in the U.S.
for an official visit . . . Ambassador
Iyalla hosted a fabulous luncheon at the
International Club for a group of basketball players bound for Nigeria where
they will put on some exhibition games
and Congressman Charlie Digg a,
chairman of the Black Caucus, warned
an audience at the Women's National
Democratic Club that black voters will
seek new coalitions in the 1972 Presidential campaign because the old alliances have failed them.
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Being Frank

Blacks in struggle
for social justice
By FRANK L. STANLEY
Dr. James E. Cheek president of
Howard University, stated in his foreword to Ford Foundation's recent report
on "Minority Access to College" that:
"Blacks and other minorities are becoming increasingly sensitive to the
strategic importance of higher education in the context of their current
struggle.
"This struggle has been labeled a
struggle for social justice — struggle
related to civil rights, but one that
arouses sufficient distrust in its objectives and tactics and strategies to warrant differentation. It may be some
time yet before the concept of "social
Justice" becomes established as the appropriate characterization of the ethnic-minority struggle. For many it is a
vague concept, imprecise and ambiguous.
" . . . One can and should say that
the nation's colleges and universities will
represent (as they have already) the
major focal point in the developing
struggle for social justice.
" . . . It can be argued that access
to higher education becomes the most
strategic and significant (but by no
means the only) point at which to aim
and launch the attack. For education—
and especially higher education — has
functioned as the chief instrument of
social mobility far every other ethnic
group in American society, except for
ethnic groups that are not White.
"The issue of minority access to college is and becomes one of the dominant issues of the 1970's. Around that
issue revolves a host of questions and
problems related to the gravity of the
racial and ethnic conflict in America,
and the answers to those questions as
well as the solution to those problems."
Dr. Cheek gees on to point out further that historically within American
Blacks and the other minorities, there
have existed what have been called 'an
inequity of quantity' and 'an inequity of
quality.' Both kinds of inequities have
resulted in significant segments in the
national population, not sharing in and
wrofiting from the-benefits and rewards
of higher education, which makes possi-

ble equitable participation in the larger
society's, social, economical, cultural
and political life. That is inequities in
access to higher educational opportunities have resulted in inequities in access
to, and participation in the American
society as a whole.
Moreover, he comments further that
after obtaining the degree — the formal
recognition of having met all the requirements and being granted all the
"rights and privileges thereunto pertaining" — the acid test is one's ability to function competently In a society
where achievement, effectiveness, and
ability are supposed to dictate the degree and extent of one's participation
in the rewards, benefits, and powers
available in the society.
Paramount in the report on "Minority Access To College" are two issues:
(1) The number of Black and other
minority students currently enrolled
In higher education
(2) Barriers to higher education
Under the heading "Minority Under.
representation" the report states "at no
time in American history have all ethnic, racial, religious, economic and social groups been proportionally represented in higher education." It states
further ".
On the ether hands serious
questions have been appropriately raised in a society which professes to be
open hut that continues consciously or
otherwise, to commit unequal access to
one of its prime agencies for individual, social, and economic advancement."
It is estimated that in 1970 (the present academic year) that Blacks constitued 6.6 per cent of all college
freshmen. The report contends that the
number of Black freshmen should be
increased by 89 per cent immediately
in order to eliminate our underrepresentation in American higher education.
Thereafter, Blacks should constitute 15
per cent of the total enrollment in
graduate arid profesional schools. Of
course here are other barriers like that
of poor preparation of scholarships and
finapcial where-with-all.

20 •

Record number receives
Jackson State degrees

Wins top
co. award
A. Barnard Roberson, Life
Insurance salesman with the
Tquitable Life Assurance
Sojety of the United States,
the Charles Aldridge Agency,
was the recent recip:ent of
his co m pay's "Agency
Trainee Leader Award" durleg it, annual Spring Campaign. Apr.I 4 May 17, 1911.
Roberson earned the award
for being t p trainee-agent
producer in Equitable's
Memphis agency, as well
as in its entire Southern Division.
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SAN ANTONIO — Airman
Henry Chatmon Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry (.'hat.
mon, 2501 Winnona ave., has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. Ile has
been assigned to Reeder
AFB, Miss., for training in
the a d ininisfraUve field.
Airman Chatmon Is a 1969
graduate of Northside high
school.

Seagram'sV.O.Canadian.
For people who
getthe mostoutof life.

Very special.Very Canadian.
Very right.
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Jackson St a te college
reached another milestone
in its 94-year history on Sunday. May 30, with the annual commemcement
exercises.
A record number of degrees — 634 — were
fered by President John
A. Peoples Jr., the sixth
president of the institution.
The baccalaureate service
was held at 10:30 a.m, in
the College Park A,uditorium,
with the president greeting
the capacity audience on
behalf of the graduates,
faculty, staff, administrators, alumni and friends of
the college.
Miss Sandra McClairne,
president-elect of the student government association read the Scripture and
prayer.
T h e speaker, the Rev.
Hickman M. John(..n, pastor of the Farish Street
Baptist church, was introduced by Mrs. Lottie W.
Thornton, assistant professor of education at J-State.
The Rev. Mr. Johnson
the graduates
challenged
by asking them, "What
Kind of world awaits you
after I e a v.i.n4.....lackson
State? The challenge for
making a better world is
yours — and you are no
longer without human dignity." According to Rev.
Johnson, there are a vast
number of problems awaiting
them, the greatest of these
being "man's inhumanity
to man." He concluded by
saying that "You can make
the world new because God
is on your side; you have
the power to challenge the
future."
The graduation ceremony
was held at 4 p.m. with

Bennie T h 0 mpson, chief
justice of the judicial and
vice president-elect of the
student government association giving the Scripture
and prayer. The speaker,
Dr. Herman B. Smith, director, Office for Advancement
of Public Negro Colleges,
National Assocation of State
Universities and Land Grant
Colleges, Atlanta, Georgia,
w a s introduced by President Peoples.
Dr. Smith spoke an the
subject "Old Heritages and
New Opportunities," noting
the background of sacrifice
and struggle of all black
Mississippians and charging the graduates to avail
themselves of three new op1,11.i-ill:Xs: to jo:o the ranks
if the committed who are
working untiringly to translate rhetoric into equality;
to identify and embrace
consciously and enthusiastically an area of service to
mankind for the betterment
of all humanity; and to become a staunch, active advocate of Jackson State College and her fellow black

Installation
is set June 20
The Friendly Missionary
Baptist church at 40 S. Parkway East is holding its installation service for the
pastor and his wife, the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Matthews Jr. on Sunday,
June 20 at 3 p. m. The public is invited. Mrs. Dorothy
Ross, chairman, and the
Rev. George W. Matthews
Jr., pastor.

institutions of higher education.
He further told the graduates that the question today is: "What will you do
of a tangible, positive nature to help achieve real
movement toward the effective' implementation of
our goals? Graduates such
as yourselves must be more
active, i m aginative, and
aggressive than ever before
in the important arena of
service."
rehis concluding
In
marks Dr. Smith noted that
colleges such as Jackson
State traditionally have
"manifested an abiding concern in the amelioration of
the conditions of the communities and families from
which the enrollees nave
come. Unquestionable you
and many others like you
would remain ostensible invisible and relatively helpless were it not for Ja;:kson State and her sister
institutions." He challenged
the graduates to be as untiring in their devotion to
Jackson State as the college
in working for
has been
their advancement.
The graduates were presented to President Peoples
for the conferring of degrees by Dean a Academic
Affairs. Dr. Wilbert Greenfield. Lt. Col. Leo Roberts,
professor of military science,
conducted the commissioning ceremony for the college's eight Reserve Officer
Training Corps graduates,
the first such ceremony in
a predominantly black college in the state.
Among the platform guests
were President Emeritus
B. Baldwin Dansby and
Jacob L. Reddix.

THIS PICTURE WAS taken from the inside of one of the two St. ('olomba buses
which were severly damaged by white
vigilante gun fire Saturday night and early
Sunday morning. Outside two Black youths

view bullet holes up and down the sides of
the St. Colomba's rectory. Eight tear gas
rockets were also fired into the church,
rectory, and building *Melt houses the
United Front operation.

Tops in their league

CHRISTIAN
CREDIT
IS GROWING

Neil Masner, President
corrections On Last Iwo Ads

CANADIA1116115rt-A IMEDD OF SELECTED %%MISSIES. 6 MOS 01.0.06.11 P,00f.DIAGRAM nisrIittei co.ate.

Higgs finishes
Jerry M. Higgs, son of
Mrs. Almasene Higgs, 596
E. Mallory ave. graduated
from Tilton School in Tilton, New Hampshire, Saturday, May 29
Graduation climaxed three
days of senior dinners, and
baccalaurate services. The
125th anniversary commence.
was The
ment speaker
Honorable E a rl Warren,
former Chief Justice of the
U. S. Supreme Court.

Cummings Elementary
School capped its final week
of school sports with the
first place position in softball competition.
Sponsored by the YMCA
sports program, the Cummings' softball team ended
its season with a 6-0 record.
Coaching the team were
Melvin James and Marshall
Bryant, fifth and sixth grade
teachers at Cum mings.
The championship is a direct result of the hard
work and enthusiasm of
these two coaches. Cumming s' administrator,
O'Ferrell V. Nelson, enand cooperated
couraged
with all sports programs.
The faculty and PTA help-

Have some
friends in
for news
tonight

k

ed support the team by donating money for uniforms
and equipment.
Earlier this year the
Cummings' basketball team
won the first place position in the Glenview YMCA
tournaments. Good sportsmanship rather than victory has been the best result of this year's outstanding sports season.
Nelson has voiced high
expectations for the Cummings' athletic events in
the coming school year with
the cooperation of the faculty and PTA.
Standing from left are:
Coach M a r shall Bryant,
Rickey W ii kins, Chester
Bean, Andrew Smith,
J.C. Russell, Houston Mil-

ler, Michael Ragland, Coach
Melvin S. James. Front
Row: From left are: Issac
Jordan, Tony Williams, Emmett Hallem, Calvin Wooten,
Themesticles Jones, James
Turner.
LEGAL NOTICE
TO BIDDERS
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive bids for the removal of lathing. and plastered
ceilings and replacement with dry
wall ceilings in approximately one
hundred two (102) apartments
and amounting to approximately
19,000 square feet in the
Tennessee 1-6, Dr. H. P. Hurt
Village Public Housing Development until 10:00 A.M., Central
Daylight Savings Time, Wednesday,June 23, 1971,at 700 Adams
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee, at
io
which time and place all bids will
be publicly opened and read aProposed forms of contract
documents, including plans and
specifications, arc on file at the
office of SUPERINTENDENT OF
MAINTENANCE,Memphis, Housing Authority, 52 Linden Avenue,
Memphis,
thesee;ents may
of ne
Ten
Codocum
be obtained by qualified contractors by depositing ten dollars
($10.00) with the Memphis Housing, Authority. Said deposit will
not be refunded.
A certified check or bank
draft, payable to the Memphis
Housing Authority, U.S. Government Bonds, or satisfactory bid'
bond executed by the bidder, and
acceptable sureties in an amount
equal to five percent (5%) of the
bid shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidder will be
required to furnish and pay for
satisfactory performance and payment bond or bonds within ten
(10days after the notice of
award.
All bidders shall be licensed
contractors as required by Chapter
135 of Public Acts of 1945 of the
General Assembly of the State
of Tennessee, all Amendments
thereto. The bidder's name and
contractor's license number must
be placed on the face of the
envelope containing the bid documents. •
(act
ihninim
ishaealler tomtthe
thatAltejati°ns
no lets
prevailing wage for the area must
be paid on the development and
that the contractor must ensure
that employees and applicants
for employment arc not discriminated against because of their
race, creed, color, sex or national
origin.
The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject
any or all bids or to waive any
informalities in the bidding.
No bid shall be withdrawn
for a period of thirty130) days
subsequent to the opening of
bids without the consent of the
Memphis Housing Authority.
' MEMPHIS HOUSING
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ERMA LEE
LAWS

Women's Editor
"False Friends . . are like our shadow.
keeping close to us when we walk in the sunshine, but leaving us instead when we cross
=Tato the shade."
Bovee.
• • •
:AND NOW THERE ARE THREE ... in the family
of =he RODERICK P. DIGGS Jr. Pretty SANDRA
gate.• birth to RODERICK P. DIGGS III the day befoie" his father received his M. D. degree from the
1.111YERsITY OF TENNESSEE COLLEGE OF MEDIONE. The new mom and dad are both graduates of
Lettzne-ownn college Maternal grandparents are
Mil.72,2 ND Mlis. %NIES TAYLOR and paternal grandpaie
. its am o MR. ND MRS. RODERICK P. DIGGS.
NuPTI "I. BLESsINGS. . Avere gtven THERESAEMIT'1117M anti. MORRIS WILSON,Saturday in the
brtle's church. Enon Baptist church in McKenzie.
Ten.
:The bride is the daughter of MR.• AND MRS.
HERBERT IDTCHUM and the groom is the son of
Mirt-r--AND MRS. EDWARD WILSON.
The couple was feted with a wedding reception
Saturday night -at the home of the bride's aunt and
uncle. MR. Nil MRS. BENJAMIN LEWIS on Quinn.
SIGMA SR‘DOWS , . . met recently at the home
of MRS SHERM 1N ROBINSON, 1524 S. NIontgomery
where tlinv finalized plans for their first annual picnic
to honor thotr tvisbands and swee'hearts in July.
Officers elected to serve a second term were
MRS. SAMUEL BROWN, president: MRS. SAMUEL

am.
•

MOTEL
McKENZIEARKANSAS

HOT SPRINGS,
-PromotesFAMILY WEEKENDS SUPPLEMENTING
VACATIONS WITH WEEKENDS TRIPS

MRelay,ng Change of Scenery • Swimming Pool and PICroC Alea
• Ba the Family or Club to Enjoy Completely iofoirnal Atmospheie in First data Facilities at Rates you or .1,ffOrel.

GOLFING NEAR
2 BIOCks off Malvern Avenue. Hwy. 270E.

407 HENRY ST.
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PEACE, vice president; MRS. SHERMAN ROBIN- SA GILLESPIE, CHERYL PAYNE,'ELLA PERIN°,
SON, secretary; and MRS. JOHN OUTLAW, treasur- MYRA HUDSON, MARY BRANCH, RHONDA WASHer.
INGTON, CAROL INGRAM, BRIDGETTE JONES,
MRS, WILLIAM WEATHERS was cited for hav- SANDRA PEACE, BRENDA HUNT, JACQUELINE
ing won the most prizes of the year.
WARE, DEBRA JO CARTER, DONNA RAYFORD,
Winning prizes at the games were MRS. PEACE, ELIZABETH HORTON, CAMILLA TOLIVER, MARY
MRS. TAYLOR WARD. and MRS. WILLIAM WEATH- NELSON, ARNITA HILL, DEBORAH BROOK S,
ERS who was congratulated for having the most SHARON MARY, OU1DA COOK and PHYLLIS JACKprizes during the entire year.
SON.
KAPPA DEBS . . . are being feted with a round
DEDICATION . . . The WILLIAM S. LARKIN
of parties. The evening with ISSAC HAYES and the Apartments were dedicated last Sunday at 2895 Broad
Memphis Symphony Orchestra was an unforgettable in memory of the late MR. LARKIN by his widow.
surprise given the debs by the members of KAPPA MRS. FORESTINE LEWIS BARNETT of Knoxville,
ALPHA PSI fraternity and their SILHOUETTES.
cousin of the family was chairman of the program
They've also been attending charm school classes, and the couple's son and daughter-in-law, LENA and
having a splash party, a Mod Costume Party, and a MICHIO NOBUMOTO came from Los Angeles as well
slumber party at the home of MR. AND MRS. LEON as many other relatives from other parts of the counSPRINGFIELD.
try.
The Kappas chose EAST TRIGG BAPTIST
THE REV. T. R. FUGH was master of cerechurch to worship with the Debs. Silhouettes, and pa- monies with the invocation given by THE REV. L. E.
rents of the debs hearing the eloquent REV. W. 11. BROWN. DONNIE ANGLES presented features of the
BREWSTER preach.
building and gave MRS. LARKIN a large blue print
Debutantes honored were Rosalyn Iles, her cousin for a souvenir. LEROY SUTTLES gave a solo and
KATHY ILES, CHERYL JOHNSON. NITER CARTER, there were remarks by former MAYOR WILLIAM B.
DENISE SPRINGFIELD. LINDATITTMAN, THERE- INGRAM.

Miss La Jean engaged

BLACK

Wrn. McKenzie.
and Manager

STAMM

PHONE 624-5546 (3s."'er

Hair Coloring promises you
younger looking hair
or your money hack!
,
See your hair la
come dark and het.
trot., radiant aith
601W:its.
,sst
1.
17 minutes at home.
Natural looking hair
color won't rub off or
wash out. Long la-ling.
Safe with perntanrnts.
Get a package red.,.

Customers are buying and
Saving more at . . .

ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY

ONLY $1.19 COMPLETE
shades: Jet Black
BLACK 5 natural
f —dart Brow—
STRAND M,d .o Btatet—L Pa Brown.

23I9 tomer Ave.
Ph. 323.1577
• Ul•re Sheen-Hit Strata
• Eve,ything in beauty tupplie:
• Herne brand morchandit•
Open all day Scruff:fa/

At your druggist, or send $1.50 fw
Strand Prod...ate Co., Dept. N,
79 W Monroe Street, Chicago. Ill.
60603. Speedy shade wonted.

Wigsby Mon-Claire
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.(Except Holidays)

the big- Saver
4s°ece

Wash & Nk ear
Tapered Wig

*ff 44
4
9e

41D 0
595

Cascade
Falls Postiehe

See Our
Wide
Selection
of
Human
Hair
Wigs

100% Human
L Hair

11095

Shag &

$1695

Program for
talented
high school
seniors

MASTER CHARGE

•
1.. new

.1

DAISY ,..

330 sititii t,

534.110'

RETURNED BY
POPULAR DEMAND

while
In
John
with

VELMA and FRANK PRYOR were here over the
weekend visiting their sister and brother-in-law, MATTIE and WHITTIER SENGSTACKE. And the Sengstackes' daughter ASTRID (MRS. TONNIE) JONES
and her cute little daughters TAASHA and SILK1A
are here visiting from New York.
_
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WATER BEDS
s25
Gua,anteed
Quality and Lowell
Price. All Sizes
PH 683.6766 9 to 7 30
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"THEY CALL ME
MISTER
TIBBS!"'
SIDNEY POITIER
ra• .
United Artists
TibbS 12:45 4.1S 7:55
Cotton 2 35 6:15 550

V

Expert Service Only $350
t4 North Main
527-3619

with Magic Margie & Touch Control
MODERN TYPEWRITERS

NOW 88V5°

MANY OTHER MAKES TO CHOOSE FROM
LOWEST PRICES IN YEARS!

Where You Get Double Values

First—Discount Prictst
Second—Our Guarantee including parts & labor
and our Shop to Sack up this Guarantee

Cooper Office Equipment, Inc.
07 So. Socond

METRO SHOPPING PLAZA

424.CRUMP BLYD

OPEN 24 HOURS —7 DAYS A WEEK...
vve
Reserve Right To Unlit Q04.313161

Prices Good thru June 8th.

led
"
m
Fed. rood
Storni,
•11•••••

(ARMOUR SMOKED)

1/4 Ham
Pork& Beans 3/35
Fish Portions 3B89(
Deterient 9
LB

SHOW BOAT

300 CAN -

i
w
•

LIMIT 2

ALLEN'S.

:11P9OrBthern 10/1.00
MORRELL

ROYAL TYPEWRITERS

we,,$110.00

0

TIDE (GIANT SIZE)

GODFREY CAMISRiDGE
RAYMOND Sr JACQUES

EXCELLENT, Reconditioned OFFICE
Model

411V111-..

COOKED .

Memphis State University,
June 2 - July 8
Southwestern at Memphis,
June 7 - July 23
Desegregated groups of
academically talented and
potentially academically talented s tud ents need the
skills to reason logically,
discuss and analyze problems, compare and contrast
ideas, differentiate between
explanation, argumentation
and research, and 'learn
more about their own and
different cultures. These
students, too, need the sophisticated skills of testtaking. They need the opportunity to engage in activities
emphasize
that
learning
how to interrelate the facts
and judgments gained in
course work.

Buy At Cooper':

AT COURT DOWNSTAIRS )

Mr
Brown
ahead
Clark,
way d
the fin

HERE N' THERE. . .Walterine and John Outlaw
drove over to Pine Bluff for the PHI BETA SIGMA
REGIONAL where SAMUEL PEACE was banquet
speaker.

SHOP THE FABULOUS.

versity of Illinois, where she
is the recipient of a scholarship program from
the
Carnegie corp. combined
with the Illinois Graduate
School of Library Science.
Miss Martin anticipates
receiving her Master's Degree in Library Science during the first.semester of the
next school year.
The p r ospective bride•
groom is a graduate from
Pine Forge Academy in
Pine Forge. Pa. Presently,;
he is a student at Oakwood
college, majoring in Behavioral Science. He serves
as Athletic President, vicepresident and Sargeant-at
Arms of the Student Government Organization. He
is also editor of the Vanguard and member of the
Ministerial Seminar.
After graduation, Boynton
plans to enroll in Andrews
Theological Seminary,. Andrews University in Berrien
Springs, Mich.

Programs for academically talented high school senior graduates will be pilfered in the following universities this summer:
LeMoyne-0 w e n College,
June 7 - July 9

Tan Finish

100%
Human Hair
Hand Made

4ztoty.75..z.,34.

4

Boynton Sr.. of Columbus.
The couple plan a June 20
wedding at Longv ie w
Heights Seventh-Day
Adventist church 685 East Mallory Ave.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Lester high school.
where she was secretary of
the National Honor Society
And sponsor of the National
Defense Cadet corp. She was
graduated w th high distinction from Oakwood college at
Ilimtsvile. Ala where she
received the Bachelor of
Science Degree in Elementary Education.
While at, Oakwood, she
reigned as Miss Delta Sigma
Psi and Miss Oakwood college.
She was secretary of the
United Student Movement
and was named to Who'sWho's Among Universities
and Colleges.
Presently, LaJean is enrolled in graduate school of
Library Science at the Uni-

Fantastic Prices On

Freedom Wig

AFRO
WIG
$1495

Dinner was held for relatives and friends at Morrison's following the ceremony.
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Mr. and Mrs. Thelbert
Martin announce the engagement of their daughter Miss
LaJean Francine Martin.
to Samuel Boynton of Columbus Ga.
He is the son of Harry

amensfpagt‘D.
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526-3227

Bacon E d
Peach 3/1.00
Vienna 8/1.0
2Y2 LB.
BOX

PIECES

SACRAMENTO

HALVES

21/2 CAN

YOUR FAVORITE

woo

SAUSAGE

4 OZ.

71
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ISO to hold
Guidance
workshop

Mrs.Vance top winner
It is all over but the dinner and
Mrs. Jennie S. Broadnax Vance is the
Tri-State Defender's "Churchwoman of
the Year."

dor-

tlaw
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KIA
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Mrs. Vance, First Baptist church in
Brownsville, Tenn., managed to stay
ahead of "fast-charging" Mrs. Fannie
Clark, Oak Grove MB, who moved from
way down the list into second place in
the final week of voting.
Mrs. Vance polled 176,225 v ot es
,
- while Mrs. Clark tallied 167,340.
In third place was Mrs. Beulah
Johnso n, Macedonia Baptist church,
with 88,470 votes.
All of the churchwoman contestants
will be honored at a dinner to be held
Saturday at the Luau Restaurant, 3135
- Poplar, starting at 1 p.m.
Featured speaker at the affair will
be John Sengstacke, president and publisher of Sengstacke Newspapers of
which the Tr -State Defender is a mem- her•
..
Also speaking at the dinner will be
Mrs. Bertha Wilbert, Bloomfield Baptist
church.
The "Churchwoman of the Year"
_ will receive a mink stole. Prizes will al- so go to the first and second runners-up.
Here are the final standings:
Mrs. Jennie S. Broadnax Vance
tirst Baptist, Brownsville, Tenn 176,225
Mrs. Beulah Johnson
Macedonia Baptist, 88,470

Mrs. Jesse May Shirley
Crane Creek MB. 63,090.
Mrs. Carnellia Brooks
St. James AME, 75,110.
Mrs. Alice B. Martin
New Salem Baptist, 84,285
Mrs. Pearl Soule
Pearly Gates Baptist, 29,535.
Mrs. Grace Parker
Pentecostal Baptist, 40,260
Mrs. Mildred Loretta Smith
Galatian Baptist, 20,050.
Mrs. Sadie Edwards
Mt. Olive CME, 12,415.
Mrs. Emile McClenton
Greater Middle Baptist, 12,115.
Mrs. Naomi Coe
St. Paul Baptist 10,025.
Mrs. Thelma Bailey
Sommerville Baptist 4,800.
Mrs. F. R. Lamarr
St. Andrew AME, 2,480.
Mrs. R. C. Strong
Greenwood AhlE. Millington, Tenn.
1,300.
Mrs. Fannie Clark
Oak Grove MB, 167,320.
Mrs. Rosie Stewart
Progressive Baptist, 155
Mrs. Lola Shipp
Persons Ave. Baptist, 135
Miss Louise Brown
Unity Baptist, 145
Mrs. Jeannette Jasper
Centenary Methodist, 120

MRS. VANCE

MRS. CLARK

I 1101ft
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HOURS:

r

MRS. BROOKS

The Tempress' rate
high as new group
On June 17, 18, 10, the
They have been called a
group will headline the,
"new group of soul singing
teenagers." However, the
grand opening of the first'
group is now becoming so
black owned and operated
popular that it could hardly
Underground Atbe called "new" anymore. club in
The group is The Tempress. lanta, Ga. along with Logi
Their first record "Follow
Sain (singer of "Them Hot
Her Rules And Regulations"
Pants" on the We Produce
(on -the Memphis based
Label) and the Wild Cats at
We Produce Label) was a
the Mine Shisft Club.
smash hit, and they have
been following in the same Drive Carl Carson out of town
tracks with their la tes t
single "Girl, I Love You."
Stmday (May 30) they
created a sellout at t h e
Memphis Showcase where MOVING VANS
there was "standing room
only."

tion will include introduction to adult education, the
adult learner, and principles
of basic education. Each will
offer three hours of credit.
Free four-week horseback
riding classes will be offered through the Division of
Extension and Continuing
Education beginning June
14. An afternoon class for
ages 6-12 and an evening
class for ages 18 and over.

3:• (dit 0
ft '

COST & PROFIT ARE FORGOTTEN!!
SOME PRICES MAY SEEM RIDICULOUSLY
LOW, BUT, THAT'S YOUR GOOD FORTUNE!!

Shank
Port.

1. b. 33c

MEATY FRYERS

Whole Lb.

29C

Lb.

59C

met

Medium Size Fresh

MEATY PORK SPARE RIBS

2263 So. Third
774-661 1
Home 946-6421

4,., FURNITURE
(
9

58c
Southern Belle Butt Porto-,n Lb

Grade A-Cut-lip Fresh Fryers

Insurancel

PERRY REALTY CO.

SOME OF THESE
THINGS HAVE BEEN
HERE TOO LONG!

Thursday Thru Wed. Eve
Quantity Rights Reserved

SMOKED HAMS

Clarence Perri
Peal Estate &

ONE-WAY

s Prices
'
Full Week

8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. First 4 Days
8:00 o.m. to 9 p.m. Fri. and Sat.

hident of the Whalum
Branch, vit
Melvin Robinson, president of the Shelby
County Democrate Club and Mr. end
Mrs. Collier and ale of their seven Does,
and Samuel Sprouce.

AID FOR DEAD GIRLS FAM11,1 - Mem
bers of the Shelby County Democratic Club
attended Miss Joetha Collier, funeral In
Drew, Miss. While there they visited the
family of Miss Collier and presented her
with a check. From left are Lee Edward

graduate and undergraduate courses in adult educa-

es-IPAC
7b7d gtores

•YOE

NASHVILLE - A Guidance and Counseling Workshop sponsored Jointly by
the State Department of Education, Southern Regional
Education Board, and Tennessee State University, will
open with the 1971 summer
school at Tennessee State
Monday, June 14.
Summer school registration will be held June 14
ifrom 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. in
Kean Hall gymnasium, Carl
Crutchfield, Dean of Admissions and Records, announces. Classes will begin
Tuesday, June 15.
The workshop is designed
to give study opportunity to
30 teachers of a d ul t a in
methods and techniques of
guidance and counseling, according to Dr. James E.
Farrell, director of Extension and Continuing Education at Tennessee State University, and will meet from
8 a.m. until 4 p.m daily for
three hours of credit.
Regular summer school

HICKORY LANE TRADITIONAL SOFA

$AY-$UM SLI. BACON

lyroolure 1,./ssont,ty Pre",'

327-7388
••-••••••••••••••

3339 JACKSON AVE.
•
WAREHOUSE

BEDROOM SPECIAL!!

Pillar beck, ,.if Jack, 92" log,
Paly/decna cushions.

urn

Fries Golden Brown

COMPANY

tit,

••-•

(sorry, no picture won available)

REGULAR $299.95

9 DRAWER TRIPLE DRESSER (62'.ri")
MIRROR & HEADBOARD
4/1 1"P•I
1`

Pig

Feet

Lb.

19c Pig Tail Lb. 191.

PORK NECKBONES
eiiow Sticks .'

2-Lbs

39t

MORE CLOSEOUTS

Sandwich Meat.

ARMOUR POTTED MEAT

Cans 29

160 Napkins to the package

Pk. 29C

SCOTT NAPKINS

In
Bottle 344_1

to Bottle

ST.'JOSEPH ASPIRINS

ttst

End and Center slices
Sliced Lb. 65t

QTR.(14) PORK LOIN
Famous Open Pit Brand

BAR-B-QUE SAUCE

IS-Or.

29c

Mei
6111,
111

48 Oz. Size- The Light One,

CHEF WAY OIL

Bottle

79
I MIMI
t GIFTS

Frozen -Slim Jim Brand 700?

SHOESTRING POTATOES

0566._

CLOSEOUT
PRICE

S2495

Pkg.

23

co

LA

9.69 99

VINYL RECLINERS
RED VELVET NI-BACK SWIVEL
BOUDOIR ROCKER
11) MAPLE CORNER DESK asp NJ!
36172 WARDROBES

8sPiE
*„2-:1,E

55995

95
39
R.I. 6995

$4995
$3995
$4810

149"
'69's
15995
sir
$49"

[I) 5-pc. Mails °lunette
flxI2 llesleum Ruff
SPANISH VELVET CUSHION SOFA
WITH WOOD TRIM
MAPLE BUFFET WITH HUTCH
111 DOUBLE DRESSER A MIRROR
EARLY AMERICAN SOFA & CNA!,
....non.
TRW DIAMOND TUFTED
2-PC. SUITE
VINYL SLEEPER WITH
FULL MATTRESS

-

,T

VD Q849)S

$7995

Sys

`4:W:g1 11,1..,..
141r:11k
1.9.IA,.,,

$1188"
317511

rye

t499

/

„ HOSPITAL'
BED

.1,..„ 125

Maple

30111.1111RK BEDS
.....

i•99i99

Reg. $113.95

9
$79!

OLD ENGLISH
BUFFETS

SOFA BED

IleavIihl Heavy Dutch Oak

64" o 20"

HUTMCAHTECSH
TO

50% on

Ixtro

HEADBOARDS

416,1,.

Regular 79.95

04
oio IMne ea,' far aa•Ple• Pah c" 1.
Ms
enes.
.441944 .9•99 y
amc.ous
Ira theta unexpactod 64404

EXTRA SPECIAL!
Famous Brand
Heavy, Dark Oak

BRASS

and CHAIR

$68
"

$199

11500

$49

94I

4412

Nylon Rugs

MATTRESS&BOX SPRINGS
Motel Morns,
doubles only

95

DOOR CHEST
AND

BOOKCASE HUTCH
Beth
Pieces

76

(lorry IN, • .4444 pito4,• 4,40 at
•weil•Wo, Yee oast teeny In les•
aporaclado IS. alapar6 gmlityl)

321. Mao, HI" deep, 71" high.

CASH &

CARRY!!

--

Perfect far Shelves, Etc.
12u x

$100

42" TABLE LEAVES

fA01

I

White A Bold Hooch

PROVINCIAL REDS

995

II) illy steed-up, tilt-frame

PLATE GLASS MIRROR

PII0V

MATCHIN6 BEDS
95
9
3
P.11.1.., $

R.I.$102..5

••••••••••••••••

Mealy Used .
Simmons

4.141 4146
eleciric sew

$9995

Reg. $231.00
4913
$3995

1

*riot•
aetplate stt

sr.

S1995

$795

FOR COMFORT

REG. 6995 000 HUTCH TOPSIMAPLEIS1r
7-pc. Metal Formica dienettes,
$ 800

=52'2 E
VeEV-Ei.
wr,i R ro.Ar
004.4

I1) BLUE FLORAL LOVE SEAT
SET OF 3 MAPLE TABLES 2 ENDS,
COCKTAIL ALL FOR
DIAMOND TUFTED VELVET
HEADBOARD. .0
III CONTEMPORARY CLUB CHAIR
ON CASTERS.......
CANEBACK DECORATOR CHAIRS
VINYL HI-BACK SWIVEL ROCKERS

47)

060 104-''

1995
2 PC. VINYL L.R. SUITE R•v•310.95
2 PC. SPANISH FLORAL VINYL
S139"
DEN SUITE R...411993
12995
USED ROLLAWAY BED
REG. 49.91 MAPLE
S299S
DEACONS BENCHES
LARGE SPANISH FORMICA END
S 1595
t STEP TABLES ...39.95
11 REG. 329.95 2 PC.
s179"
SLEEPER SUITE W
[I) 5 PC. FLORAL TUXEDO
S 219
3,
PILLOW BACK L.R. SUITE "
(1) CURVED 3 PC SECTIONALS
S19995
/ 'BUILT IN END TABLES
SPANISH
PC
2
01 RED HOT RED
CONTEMPORARY L.R. SUITE',;;;" 199
SPANISH OAK TABLES
$44"

See Our
SPANISH
HOUSEFULL

Roplar 24.9S

SPORTS CAR
BUCKET
STYLING

$249"

GREEN LIMA BEANS

LARGE MAPLE
FRAMED MIRRORS

The Thunderbird
Chair

METAL 24" KITCHEN
S 24
"
CABINET BASES
30- DOUBLE DOOR METAL
$2295
UTILITY CABINET
9995
24- METAL CHINA CABINET
1 SPANISH 3 PC. SECTIONAL SOFA

ot

Oz.
Cars
Can

Rosedale 16 Oz. Can 6 Lim'

Armour's

rs?;1:71:hed.9
4995 "

ONLY A FEW TO SELL-CHOICE OF FABRICS

on ore one of o kind, soft ore sculled.

100 Tablets

13211171

reads Easily

GOLDEN RICH OLEO
10 Limit-Fine

5 DRAWER CHEST

MATCHING

Lb.

LAMPS 40% OFF
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Heat needed

ATHAN'S
LOAN 1 FFICE

As you make plans to
carry out home improvement projects before next
winter, the Chicagoland Better Ileating-Cooking Council
reminds you that heating
is needed in nine out of ten
modernization j o bs. The
wise homeowner will pre
plan heating requirements
in advance of any remodeling work.

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 178 BALE STREET JA 6-5300

By CARLO'ITA WATSON
Counselor
Musing: Not all improvements show in material
gains, but there. is distinct
Progress. St's like a high
tide; those who sail can
take advantage of it, while
those who stay ashore just
see it come and go.
Dear Carlotta: School is
about to close. I will graduate. I have already been
invited to spend the weekend
with my boy friends parents
in the country. My parents
object. Should I go on without their sanction.
WORRIED
Dear Worried: I don't
think you should go without
your parent's consent. But
however, you may try to
help them see that it is

PUT YOURSELF IN A PIC"1
WITH SPEAS
Tickle that ever-lovin'

HOME STYLE KOSHER DILL PICKLES
bers, wash and pack in
jars
Bring to a boil:
2 Ms. water

Mayor Charles Evers of
Fayette, Miss., asked the
Shelby County Democratic
Club to assist him in Drew.
Miss, against their .foes.
The Shelby County Democratic Club has extended it's
program 0 p eration Help
to Drew. Members making
the journey to Drew included Samuel Sprouse, Lee

1 ot. Speas Vinegar
(cider or distilled)
1 cup non-iodized salt

Pour hot solution over cucumbers and seal jars.
Pickles will be ready in 3 to 4 weeks, depending on
size of cucumbers. For plain dill pickles, omit garlic.

SPEAS

1EAS

VINEGAR

name.

OAR

SPEAS VINEGAR

IVENS
Termite

Child

Reiss•Davis

a benefit performance at Magic Mountain
to raise funds for the Reiss-Davis Child
Study Center, a non-profit treatment center
for emotionally disturbed children.

Edward Branch, vice pre,
ident of the Whalum Inc
co., Joe Trotter, Earnest
Withers, photog r a pher.
and Melvin Robinson, president of the Shelby County
Democratic Club.
These members attended
the funeral of the late Miss
Joetha Coll ier. Sunday.
May 30, 1971. in Drew.
After their return on Tuesday. June 1. their move
trust
a
is to establish
fund in honor oj Miss Collier. Mrs. Fannie Lou Ham-

Pest
Centrist
System

APPLE CIDER • DISTILLED
AK,
!"ii717

327.6033

er founder and president of
A., rw.

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
MIDTOWN
:---- SOUTH
3232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
7(WHITEHAVEN)

the

for

Study Center. The Motown stars headlined

Democratic Club to
aid Evers in campaign

FREE: Vinegar booklet with over 60 uses for vinegar, including
delicious recipes. Write Speas Company, 2400 Nicholson Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri 64120.

To each quart jar add:
1 head fresh dill
a to 3 cloves fresh garlic
(depending on size)
1 small red or green hat
pepper (optional)
Select fresh firm cucurn-

of Trustees

WELCOME AND THANK YOU — Motown
Stars Martha Reeves, left. and The Vandellas, Lois Reeves and Sandra They, are
welcomed to California's newest family
entertainment facility, Magic Mountain, by
Charles I. Schneider, president of the Board

family with pickles you made
yourself. Try this recipe ... with
a touch of creative old you and
that grand old name in vinegar-Speas.

E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

16 20 MADISON

Freedom Farm Inc., will
serve as shairman of the
trust fund.
The Shelby County Democratic Club will coordinate
the Memphis and Shelby
County area. The fund will
be used to purchase mad
furnish a home for t h e
impoverished family of the
decease young lady.
Because of water poisoning received while working on a plantation, the
step.father of Miss Collier,
Love. was put off the
no
plantation. He could
longer produce the work
needed for the job. Her
mother. Mrs. Gussie Mae
Love earns eighteen dol-

lars a week as a domestic
worker to take care of
the remaining family members which includes seven
brothers.
Robinson stated that the
least we 4;an do is to try

in some humble way, to do
some of the things Miss

L_

Collier
to do.

in

had

her

heart

EAST
.4111111110- 41111M1110- -41111111.-

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)

_

SEDSUNDAY
OPEN 2,':N. CLO
your Cash Register Receipts.
Be sure to save
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!

_
-.
www-fresh

HAMBURGER

ground

t thru
Pfices.In the ad effective noon, Junel3th.midnigh
June 15th. We reserve the right to limit quantities. None
.
sold to dealers.
SACRAMENTO

aux....

31b. pkg. or more

--

lb

FRUIT COCKTAIL
isoz 25*

5gc

DRINKS

-n*01%19C .4-LIMIT
I—

BRUCE'S CUT SWEET LOUISIANA

POTATOES
YAM IN SYRUP
4 mrk .1,
=DZ.
glai 3-LIMIT
11
ir N
- . SACRAMENTO

MILK

SALT
MEAT'

14 oz.370

center cut

LUNCHEON MEAT
12 OZ.CAN

L. b29$

VIENNA SAUSAGE

Pork
oulder
Sh
(44.2/33¢ 6- LIMIT
EC
SCENT
LEMON
NEW
lb. 39er
'
WIVES
•DETERGENT

40MATO SAUCE

40Z. CAN 19$
CHIEF BRAND

CHUM SALMON

a,I
h,
P,
a tPahnoys()
a ln N o
CN
n t Betters
oo

32 02.2-LIMIT
S
ILLINOI
OF
- - PRIDE

Fred Montesi

16 OZ.CAN 754P
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS MEDIUM SIZE

(.39c)29$

& BEANS
PORK
irk .6.
,,,A1,

Franks
lb 62C

PEAS EARLY GREEN

iamb
17Y,DZ..
114. 6-LIMIT
CAN .7/G
RTON-BEEF, CHICKEN OR
U.S.D.A. Choice
TURKEY
4-LIMIT
TOTALKOUNTY KIST
Shoulder Clod or Boneless Chuck
6pzen Baby Limas, Mixed Veg.
lb.
=Itchen Sliced Green Beans or
-.Whole Kernel Golden Corn
U.S.IN
5 ITIOrgi- Z.Bao
2013
KRAFT-MIRACLE WHIP

16 OZ.17fiP

•ei

MEAT PIES

- .2/29$
• 8:az

HELLMAN'S

TARTAR SAUCE

Beef
Roast

12

DRESSING
- Fred Montesi

Pure Pork
Sausage
2 Lb. Bag

255Al B.
G
-

79*

PINEAPPLE JUICE
„a oz.290
SAVE'FRED MONTE%

Fred Mantes!

FRED MONTESI GRADE A

Sliced
Bacon
1 lb. Pkg. 53,c

EGGS

.EGGS

MED. SIZE1
2 DOZ.

1971 Cadillac

'8495

1971 Cadillac

1495

In turouoise with a white Ind
Fleetwood Brougham. Finished
interior. Equipment includes
ded top and matching turquoise dimmer, light sentinel, autoautomatic door ions, automatic
radio. tilt and telescopic
stereo
AM-FM
matic climate control.
new set ot premium white
we
steering wheel. electric clock,
car is in excellent condition in
sidewall tires- This fine motor
warranty,
all respects and is still in new car

1967 Cadillac

1995

1968 Cadillac

'3795

1969 Cadillac

'4995

1970 Oldsmobile

53795

1970 Cadillac

1695

1969 Cadillac

'4895

with blue interior. EquipFleetwood. Finished in Sable black
dimmer, iiset se,
nsent includes hewer door locks, automatic
AM FM stereo radio. This
reel, tot and telescopic steering,
Month or 27 thousand
fine Cadillac carries our fainOus 27 • r
mite factor, approved warranty.

an •spen white padded
Fieetwood. Finished in TtirdVOiS• withEquipment includes autotoo and matching turquoise interior.
steering wheel, automatic
matic door locks. tilt and telescopic cruise control, automatic
dimmer, right sentinel automatic
radio. electric clock, remote
climate control, AM Fm stereo
control mirrors.

I
I

Shatirnar , gold with matching gold
E I Dorado. F inished in
stereo tette, tin
leather interior. Equipment includes AM.FM
power Peering, power
steering wheel, power seat.
white sidewall tires
premium
of
set
a
and
Dower windows,
Matrons car that is stii
This fine motorcar is a one owner
1 in new car warrenty.

with a dark green pad.
It a.Dr. Finished in Beautitut yellow Inferior will, executive
cloth
ded lop and matching green
radio, rear window
Paneling throusetout. Equipment includes
automatic transmission.
defogger, electric clock, factory MI',
and a set of prepower seat, power steering, power enema, car and it carries
• fine
mium white sidewall tires . .. It Is
Thousand miie factory apCadillac's famous 27 month or' 27
proved warranty.

LARGE SIZE 2 DOZ.
MED. SIZE 2-DOZ.

a
iv

day. Ante 16th.
i)ne Coupon net Family Per Week

PAPARRIMPIPA C )

)01;1
A

mm PAPA

W i dow:

help. I hope you did., it
come to town, just to ,g.et
on an 'aid' program. Cro
to the welfare office, hdWever, state your case,
haps they will give you aid,
even if it is in the fore'of
•
a job.
Dear Carlotta: I have
been doing some baby sitting.

beng done in the best circles.
However, the visit should
be carefully planned -by
BOTH families, and properly chaperoned. So unless
you can get this going I
would not cancel the the opportunity, but POSTPONE

IT UNTIL YOU CAN GET
COORDINATION
BETTER
T E FAMIBETWEEN
LIES.
Dear Carlotta: -I am a
widow with 6 children. I
have tried to get some It'ind of
help. but I don't seem to
see the right people. I just

I have a boy friend who
does not mind my being a
little fat. However, he, Os
asked me to go swimming,
and I must refuse, because
I feel I am too fat. rot
—•
can I do.
B.
Dear B.B. Since the hby
likes you don't let a 'little
weight spoil all your s11111mer fun. But I sugnst

that you invest some of
your babysitting money into
a flatterng bathing suit, as
well as a beach coast. Once
in the bathing suit, -3,611
may decide to go on a dfet:
By the end of summer5
you could turn into quite.
a "dish" . . . if you stay
away from the fattening
dishes, that got you into

MADISON CADILLAC I
i

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8 P.M.
27-M0nth Factory-Approved Warranty

326-5933
341 UNION
.411111111e. 4111111111111•.4111Mw

Chun
Open in
Golf As
Mernphi
Country
final rou
gate. Th
hiked T
behind $
noir] Pa
golfers
Next
nial cow
Trevino,
traps to
into the
Doug Sai
his finis!
shooter t
Dave Hir
Hill, wi
up a cher
Hill
his atton
dollar
:1504 by tl
al golfer
turned i

trouble in the first place.

Cairo blacks plagued
by vigilantes iron plates;
CAIRO, Ill. — on Saturday night, May 29 and early
Sunday morning white vigilante group members lead
by Jimmy Dale. city Police

Commissioner and member
of the National White Citizens Conseil, fired for five
hours from 10 p.m. until
3 a.m, into the all black
Pyramid
project
housing
Courts.
however
citizens
Black
were able to remain strong
under the strenous attack

on their homes and community.
St. Colomba church was
fired on for over two hours
from the area of the police
station. Over 100 rounds
from automatic weapons
as well as eight tear gas
rockets were fired into
both the church and the rectory which is the home of
Father Ben Bodewes. Both
he and father Gerald Montroy who was visiting were

a
s
shield, on both win
and doors. It is the beli of
the black community hat
either Hoppy was shot
by one of his Styr'
a
men or either while
cowardly retreat from pipal.
ing on the black commun

fort with

dently

rcig:

Irof local
boycott eI
Th
chants is still in effect, e
black community with he
guidance and directiorLo of

the Universal Spirit hassremained strong and unifill.
mer Program beginnin on
h
June 10 and lasting tit
out the summer, des'
to educate both college Itudents and the children-of
our community, is in gilled
OS
of school supplies.

the
evacuate
th
forced
building. On Monday morning the tear gas was still
too strong to enter the
church.
Sunday evening local police along with vigilante
group members again moved against the black community with gunfire. This
gunfire lasted for approximately one hour, and ceased shortly after. Hoping to
draw fire from the black
parked
police
community
both the city , and state
armored trucks in full view
of Pyramid Courts. There
was no response from the
black community.
On reports that city policemen were shot; Hershld
Hoppy of the Cairo City
Police Department was reported as being shot in the
back in the confines of the
city police station. The CaiThe United Front Sumro city police station is a

MULTI MIIIION DOLLAR CO.
Area. Teachers and COliegt
Now opening new offices In the Memphis
for the summer. Call 278-0930.
Students badly needed to fill vacancy
to 9 p.m. 43 N. CleVL
a.M.
9
of
hours
the
Oh 946-4072. Call between
land. Suite 205 and 207

WL K
Keeps An Eye On Memphis":

50 OTHER CADILLACS TO CHOOSE FROM
Your Bost Invostmant
A Previously Owned Motorcar From

WIDOW:
Perhaps

you have not been in town
long enough to establish
your eligibility for public

with a Sable black
Fleetwood. Finished in Palmetto green
Damascus cloth Interior.
Padded top and matching black
automatic climate conEquipment Includes, power door iocks,
stereo radio,
automatic dimmer, light sentinel. AM.FM
tires. A fine motorcar,
and a set of premium white sidewall
27 month or 17 thousand
this Cadillac carries our (*mous
mile factory approved warranty.

150
1fit

additional purchase,
With coupon and $5.00
merchandise
excluding value of coupon
antl-treetee and toproducts,
(Fresh milk
compliance with
bacco als0 excluding in
Midnight Wednesstate law.) Coupon explreS

Dear

r

I

here. What can

Cadillac is finished In BeYbertY
Sedan de Ville. This beautiful
Equipment includes
with baroque gold 01,1111SCUS interior.
power (Drakes,
power seat, power steering, pastier windows.
stereo radio, hit and teleAM.FM
automatic climate control,
fine motorcar is in
This
tires.
scopic steering, white sidewall
warranty.
car
new
in
top Cadillac condition and It is still

ALL WHITE INFERTILE .

2 1h. Pkg.1.04

.3

AIINLFEWRVI1.1

RATION

STOKELY'S

Grade A
Fryers

FRED MONTfSI GRADE A

DOG FOOD

$2.09

240
Cut-Up lb.3

BIG320Z.63

oz.39*-(REG,530
JIM DANDY

89,

25c

45C
VAN CAMP

Fresh

'4495

•
beautiful Chestnut brown with inEl Dorado. Finished in
gold interior. Equiement
brown padded top and Shalimar
sentinel, hit and telescopic
cludes automatic dimmer. light
automatic cruise control.
steering, automatic climate control.
lockt. power seat, power
AM FM stereo radio, automatic door
premium white side.
steering, power brakes. power windows.new car warranty.
in
still
is
wall tires. This tine motorcar

OSCAR MAYER

first cut Lb.150

1969 Cadillac

Colonial yellow with Shalimar
Sedan de Vine. Finished in
•utornat,c climate
gobd cloth interior. Equipment includes AM FM stereo recontrol, automatic dimmer, light sentinel,
power windowS, Power Seat, Power
do. automatic door locks,
cruise control, white side.
steering. power brakes, automatic
warranty.
s f.n. Cadillac iS still in new car
ca

EAGLE BRAND

PIPSI NO RETURN BOTTLES
-Z---

The standard of the tforld itt
preciously owned cars, too:

moved
do?

t It Itil tflittiN sct41ii

10

Page

24 Hours A Day
And Knows Everything
1340 KHz
On Your Dial

01i
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Sports Horizon

r

Chunky Lee Trevino, winner of the National
Open in 1968 after only two years on the Professional
Doff Association tour, captured the Danny Thomas

Memphis Classic last Sunday on the 96 acre Colonial
Country Club layout. The likeable Mexican posted a $12,706
Lee Elder, who has won more purse money here
final round 67 to win with a 12 under par 268 aggregate. The winning check was worth $35,000 and it than any of the hand full of black golfers on the tour,
hiked Trevino's yearly earnings to $115,785, second carded three fine rounds after shooting a one over par
behind $131,788 won by Jack Nicklaus. Nicklaus, Ar- 71 the first day to pocket $12,706. The Washington,
nold Palmer and Gary Player were the only big name D. C. pro, a second place finisher in 1969 behind
Hill, fired a closing 66 to share second with Randy
golfers to pass up the final DTMC at Colonial.
Next year the tourney will move to the new Colo- Wolff, Jerry Heard and Hale Irwin. Their 272's were
nial course now being constructed in Germantown. four strokes behind Trevino; Charles Owens and
Trevino, one of the few golfers who aims for sand Charles Sifford, the only other Negroes in the DTMC
traps to shoot for birdies, carried a two shot lead to survive the cut, picked up $330.50 a 282 card.
Trevino told a press room gathering that he drove
into the fourth round with a 54 hole score of 201.
Doug Sanders' scorching 63 placed him second until off the tee for the bunker at the 10th hole. "I blast
on the par
his finishing 75 dropped the Spiro Agnew branded out close for the birdie " He got threes
shooter to a tie for seventh with defending champ four hole on two of four attempts. Trevino continued
his
Dave Hill, Lou Graham, Billy Casper and Steve Reid. to show his lack of concern for the sand when
last Sunday
Hill, winner of three of the last four classics, picked second shot on 18 landed in the right trap
with many of the record 27,000 looking on at the final
up a check for $1,201.
Hill came in for his share of the fireworks when hole. Trevino lifted out to within 10 inches of the cup
his attorney announced that he had filfd a million and sank the short putt for the birdie.
dollar law suit against PGA officials., Hill was fined $5,000 TO ST. JUDE
Danny Thomas, after teasing Trevino about the
$500 by the PGA for conduct unbecoming a professionty of his check because the treasurer ran
unavailabili
and
bunker
a
threw
of
his
Hill
after
ball
out
golfer
al
over the $35,000 check as Mario Thomas
handed
away,
turned in an erroneous scorecard in Forth Worth belooked on with her famous daddy. Trevino told the
gallery that his mother was seriously ill and that his
office would send a check of $5,000 to St. Jude.
Larry Ziegler, the first round leader with a 62
and third place holder, said he usually plays so bad
here that after two rounds he goes to Indianapolis to
look at the 500 mile race . . . Charles Owens says
playing golf crosshanded comes natural for him. The
ex-Winterhaven, Fla. caddy also has part of one of
his knees removed and has to walk with a limp . . .
Pete Brown, who has never cared too much for this

(1
alesl
win v -,
' beli of
at
nity
shot
his illavn
tile 1a
prom
nmunaS.

rei-

stop, failed to make the cut this year as did Curtis
Sifford and Ray Botts. Jim Brown is one of Botts'
sponsors . . . At the Shower of Stars Benefit Bob
Hope told the audience that Doug Sanders was out
there sitting down with Spaulding on his head since

°cal ir
affect, he
with he
,ecticitt; of
it haseere
un ilia.
ed
on
j
;innin
hg th
desi
atuallege
ildren,of
S in lied
...

—a1
4.

fore coming to Memphis. Hill, known for his outspoken remarks, claims the PGA has been consistently bugging him.
ELDER WINS

playing with the Vice President . . Thurman Glass,
substituting for the injured Pleas Jones in the ProAm, made one of the great shots of the tournament
when he sank a 40 yarder on 18. The ball hit to the
right of the hole and made an abrupt left turn to the
cup . . . Not pleased with his team's high score

QUAKER STATE
uper Blend
OIL

OIL FILTER
&AIR FILTER

ii

Includes up to 5 quarts Quaker State
Super Blend Motor Oil, PurOlator oil
filter and air filter.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Lew Alcindor deserted the first ABA-NBA All-Star
game last week in Houston because it conflicted with
his honeymoon. Big Lew's presence would have given
the NBA a decided edge. The hungry ABA team stayed close but a 26 point effort by Walt Frazier of the
Knicks sparked the NBA to 125-120 win before 16,000
in the Astrodome. The Whitney Young Foundation was
the recipient of net game receipts with the players
and both leagues' pension funds splitting the TV revenue. Steve Jones, traded to the Texas Chaps by
the Pros, scored six points while sporting his new

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.. PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

e•las

SIP
OIL TREATMENT

Belted
tor Long
Mileage

15 0Z.
CAN

•

collet
278-0930.
I N. ClevIL

Politkal Advertisement

BUNS
8 to pkg.

To observe
Young People's Day will
be observed at Oak Spring
Baptist church, Arlington,
Tenn. on Sunday, June
20
Guest for the afternoon
service will be the Rev.
Lee L. Mullin who will
deliver the message, Earl
Grove Baptist church and
the West Conan Baptist
church. The Rev. Joseph

lennonnilipir

Charge it at General
DOWNTOWN OUT EAST
411

FRESH

BEEF ROAST NECK
BONES
BACON5
T.T. U.S.D.A. CHOICE

HEAVY STEER
SHOULDER CLOD OR
BONELESS

CHUCK

LB.

UNION
PHONI
121-7754
021-711611

3920 PARK AVE.
PHONE
324-11117B

(None sold to dealers)
KING COTTON HOT OR

BANK REPOS
U WORK U RIM
SIIIN
.0 Meth I aete.
$ IN
9s impale M.T.
1110
tee tears Jot, 4 50.
'0 Rrileri, 10444
81::
"PO Duster D. Share
1110
.n111 0515.15 NI, IC
IIINI
'47 Meson* SS 3%
$ 4N
Nil Gel, sae shays
IN Chosen. 10 4 80.• •• $ ON
S MO
Iropila
• .4/
JIM MCDONALD
MOTOR CO

KING COTTON TRAY

ILD

PACK

FRESH PORK SLICED

LIVER
LB. 19

WANTED

(None sold

to dealers)

HI C

DRINKS 29t

1SAr' PEn $

MORTON

CREAM
MAYONNAISE, PIES 22 CORN
5
3/29
,'il• TOWELS
140Z

ALL FLAVORS

LEAKY FAUCETS
Is that constant drip getting
on your nerves and causing
your water bill to go up? SEE

KRAFT

ALL FLAVORS

TIT

F..,.,. •tisi Repair Parts
Bring iisniole of Pori. Noodod
Ph... 575.4821 .r2)41417

i

Jackie. et Wattles

litii.al

The same East Memphis politicians and their camoflaged friends are shouting for consolidation that made the poor and old pay a sewer and garbage
tax that has let the streets go from bad to worse (Unless they are in the East
Memphis area). To have street lights in your area you have to live in East
Memphis.

WHY CONSOLIDATION?

LEADING LADY

i•

MO RION

CINDER KENTUCKY

Advertisement

HOW COME

Nut 471.13 tubeless bleoltesu.
plus 81.10 Fed. Er. 14. per in•
ONLY WOO MORE PER TIRE
FOR RilliTterAtts
Larger sites siso sets priced

a
He has developed into:
fine b r e ak-away rututer
°nee he's in the secontljkly.
His longest run last seeeon
was a 56 yard TD gallop
against Florida A. & M.
Brown will be a senior
next season, while Reese
will be a junior.

am i
or Hal

1350-

•Polyester
Cord Body
to,
Strength

Reese, who handles the
l'AT and field goal chores
in addition to his running
of the ball, got his chance
last season when both starting running backs, Albert
Davis and Jacob Mayes,
were sidelined by injuries.
lie went on to lead the
pack in rushing with 340
yards on 64 carries, and led

is scoring with 9 fguChdowns, 40 PAT's out of .48
attempts, and 6 field go)Is
tal
.
out of 9 attempts for a to
•
of 112 points.

gue

460Z.

We are looking for a particular person, man, woman or
couple who want a dignified profitable business No gim- •
micks - No Vending. We market a quality product through
fine shops and stores which is not only a necessity but in
great demand. We are a proven company with many successful distributors. Must have a good reputation -- be able to invest $2,000 to $15,000 for inventory. We provide complete
training and have a guaranteed buy back agreement and investment return. This is a complete set up operating (turn
key) business. Each area is exclusive and protected. For information, Write Mr. Phil Phillips 461 W. 49th Street New
York, N.Y. 10019.

"The Mlllion Dollar Line.
by pro scouts who have been
watching t he drills.

workmanship on into the
NASHVILLE — Long befall session.
fore Tennessee State started
spring football drills, thei
coltches envisioned a tough,
task at hand in efforts to l
replace a bevy of wide
receivers who had been
graduation
lost via the
route.
they
indications,
all
From
have not solved the probBaked In Memphis by Memphions
lem completely, but at the
rushed rushed dolly to your bly
close of the 20 day spring
Hogu• F, Knott supermorke for
session, Coach John Merritt
maximum (roslin•s•.
01/0.10111*4
of the big Blue Tigers
praises for
was singing
111:
James Thaxton, a 231 pound
6-3 receiver from Memphi,
"He was by far the best
receiver on the field today," Merritt said following
the final scrimmage in W.
J. Hale Stadium.
Thaxton, who will be
junior next season, had
played in the shadow of suchi
stalwarts as David Davisl.
and Joe Sweet, both of
whom a r e graduating and
have been drafted by the
pros.
With receiving as one of
the chief concerns of the
coaching staff Thaxton
seems destined to come into
his own next season if he
continues h i $ springtime

_BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

ONLY..

Brown, who weighs 256
pounds and stands 6-2, was
a starter last season when
be played opposite Vernon
Holland, who graduates this
spring.
Nate i s a standout in a
line which has been dubbed.

Thaxton is praised

Dr. Andrew Dancy turned to pro Gardner Dickinson
and quipped, "I guess my birdie didn't help." Gardner replied, "It didn't hurt either."

beard.

JUIPASO 7/10

Nate
NASHVILLE —
Br own offensive tackle,
and Alfred Reese, a running
back, were two of the standouts in the Tennessee State
university (football spring
drills which came to a
close.

Active Ballot Club, Retail Clerks Local 1529, Pald for by Co-Chairman Jirnmy Sheppard.

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

A
Opeo_Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9

M to 7 P.M
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Rev. Williams, Rev. Bell
return from African tour
The Rev. A. R. Williams,
pastor of the Greater White
Stone
Missionary Baptist
church and the Rev. Ezekiel Bell, pastor ok the Park-,
way Gardens Presbyterian
church, recently returned
from Monrovia, Liberia.
Africa, where the Rev. Mr.
Williams plans to establish
a Baptist Mission to be
known as the Greater White
Stone Missionary Baptist
Church Mission of Liberia.
The visit to Liberia was
the first one far The Rev.
Mr. Williams- anci lasted
for some 17 days. The Rev.
Mr. Williams- said he was
greatly impressed with the
church's efforts there to
reach the unsaved for Christ
but that he was greatly disappointed to see so few
laborers. Re further stated
that he was greatly saddened by what he saw as mission posts and schols under
the sponsorship of the National Baptist Convent.,-in
Among other things he sta:-

ed that the hospital in Liberia once owned by the National Baptist Conventioin tad
been sold and that many
other buildings were being
condemned as substandard.
The mission which the
White Stone church will
establish will be located in
the interior of the country,
situated near a river and
several surrounding villages
where it is estimated that
over 3,000 persons live. No
church is in the community
at all and few of the People
have ever heard a sermon.
Ile said that if all goes according to schedule the firit
unit of the building would
be completed in one year
but that services would begin under the trees as soon
as the ground had been
cleared.
According to the Rev. Mr.
Williams a young Liberian
minister now studying in the
States will later retufn home
:a Libri- 3 'nd . v rk w +Is
the church there.

The Rev. Ezekiel Bell, on
his second visit to Africa in
less than a year. went along
as a traveling companion
to the Rev. Mr. Williams.
They returned to Memphis

on May 13, 1971. Bell said
he was greatly impressed.
Both ministers will accept
engagements to speak ef
their experiences while in
Liberia.

411•••••••1101%
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TOP VALUE STAMPS!
KROGER FROZEN

590

WILLIAMS AND BL1.1. RIM RN FROM AFRICA — Rev.
t. R. Williams, pastor of the Greater White Stone Missionary Baptist church and the Rev. Ezekiel Bell, pastor
of the Parkway Gardens Presbyterian church, recently returned from Monrovia, Liberia, Africa, where the Rev.
Mr. Williams plans to establish a Baptist Mission to be
known as the Greater White Stone Missionary Baptist
church Mission sf Liberia.

CLASSIFIED ADS

MALCO

OOsseiTOPraSIIMPIIIS
GARAGE s.41.1.
Ohl tuxedo, complete net of encycio.
pediao. new, never used 1965 Volk,
wagon muffler chains. clothing bedding. home furnishing. 219 Le Naster
between Union & Peabody. Saturday,
June 12. 10 a.m.

SITU FOR SALE
Con:Inental
Gold-Black
1
68
Vinyl
IP power extras. perfect Cons2 750 00. 396-4392 or 332-4087

HOMES l'OR SALE
2617 Edmore - 2 bedroom. dining
room ‘0,ered patio, large wash room.
garage and fence. VA or FHA. In
Bethel Grove.

526.3052

Vacant, move in 3 Bedroom brick. 1 I.:
bath
carport
riO
new carixtini,
throughout. Low equiv.,. assume tour
Call to see.
Rub, Montague
743.9438
roverstone Sales
3637 Park A,e

CANS
9

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

BANQUET FROZEN

BOSTON
ROLL

FRUIT
PIES

CHARLESTON
GREY

AT!RMELON

1 LB
4-0Z.

LB.

ALL-BEEF
COUNTRY CLUB
HAMBURGER

,

EA.

3*

LOW DOWN :?AYMENT

1-QT.
14-OZ.
CANS

4948 V chit. - South of Shelby
of :erta Space - Reaut,
3 bedrooms. Central Sir. sliding
doors to screened patio. fenced
PHA or GI

Ilr.lbhillooks

Seagram's

MOTHER'S
BEST
FLOUR

SLICED
PORK
LOIN
FULL RIB
HALF
LB.

57

QUARTER
LOIN
LB.

5

297 Vance Avenue Downtown

Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin

526-7224

4UBIAli DISTILLER! COMPANY. N.Y.C. NO PROOF. DISTILLED ORIGIN FROM AMERICAN GRAIL

49 /49

APPLIANCE
L

GATLIN

R. S. KINDS

2890

surrou
positio
a nothe
Re
by C(
Robins
a gains
solidat
Du
and A
membi

FRESH,TENDER

YELLOW
CORN

L. L Isamu it.

IC
324-4404

dAG

LA19

682-1661
358-458S
743-5370
306-0885

MINeD.

1116 e.

AIL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY s Ya Al
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY

$29995

Frigidaire!
flowing Heat

DRYER
Frigidaire!
Jet Action 1.1e
medal WAS

WASHER'
S 99$I

Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
•Slanted top design 10500
front opening, makes loading
a snap 11 Super-Surge washing action—needs little or no

pre.ridng 'IR 4 Cydes—in.ciallatftts Warmer.
•

$15995
Frigidaire Range teatores liftoff door, big storage dram

Soy le Aces,
Need*PR MN
ALL S STORKS OPEN DAILY I 4.111.41

hirog*

Nadel DVI.DTP

Frigidaire Frost-Proof

w'th 154-1b. size freezer

$18995
Closed Sunday

100
EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this coupon
and $5.00 purchase,
agcluclIng tobacco and
trash or frozen miik
products and in each
tlon to any other put
Chase requirarhents.
Good thru Tues.. June
.15. Limit One.

A

(590

)
Rfcmier

U.S.D.A. GRADE A

KROGER
LARGE EGGS
2-Doz.,25
With :his coupon and
$5.00 additional purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh or
frozen milk products.
Good thru Tuesday.
June iS Limit One.
(6utdett lit aoplicagte
state & local lanes)
0
••—•••—••-11 • ,( • IL
soimisselleiisesiesiessiisseit
•
.

bli

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA

bers o
nation
U. S.
the U
a "tic

P.APiti
;

TOP VALUE
STAMPS

and g
with 2 pkgs. Country
Oven Donuts
5,1 with 2
)
1, Chef Size Spices

cists r
our gi

50

5
n
0

with 2-lbs. or more Ground
1St
,Chuck, Round or Chopped
S iirt1 hoi
, .45
with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
2
n
Pork Chops
Center-Cut
n with 2 pkgs. Fryer
Lf Breast Legs or Thighs
with a 14-oz. Fox
Deluxe Pizza
\
with 1-1b.. or more
Chef Quick Beef Pattie
•
15n with 5-lb. bag
t
• Oranges or Grapefruit
with 3-lbs, or more

5
,5O
.)150
)
25
(25
25
,25
?.25

Onions

with 2 heads
Lettuce
with 5-lbs.
Potatoes
with 3-lbs.
Apples
with 39C or more
Bananas

2
3

0w
pk
s g.
Kritohgs
ornZ
e iP

Co.

•3431 SUMMER
•5237 roma
31111 THOMAS(HWY.Si N.)
2574 LAMAR
•4255 NWT. Si SOUTH

SPOTLIGHT
BEAN COFFEE

SLICED
BACON

A

As
and oi
stands
Th
opposil

KROGER
MAYONNAISE

COUNTRY STYLE

5 Ludlow

IC

5-LB.
BAG

SLICED
BACON

JEFFCOAT AUTO REPAIRS

SWEET
CANTALOUPES

PLAIN OR SELF RISING

COUNTRY STYLE

Extra 'Orli
Gin

DE1
plai
lee

RIPE

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

5-LB. PKG

He

6

ALL FLAVORS

HOMES FOR SALE

269 Lillian, off of Levi Road ill
FHA. Spic and Span. 3 bc-:•
brick, central air. Levi School.
June Phillips
458-i
David Goodwin Realtors
62 So. Prescott
327-5631i

.HALF MELON

APPLE, PEACH, CUSTARD, CHERRY
or COCONUT CUSTARD

2 4-6810

Behind
every
successful
man is a
woman

10

'609c

BONELESS ROAST

NOW!

YELLOW
SQUASH

ORANGE
JUICE

CHUCK
ROAST

Martini?

nae1...

VOL

Will Give You More Food for
Less Money. . .and you'll still get
115 CHOICE TENDERAY

Make it perfect.

11•••••••••
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